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SUMMARY

This report comprises the results of a 14—month program conducted by
Martin Marietta Aerospace to revise the resistor, capacitor, and inductive
devices sections of MIL—HDBK—217B, “Reliability Prediction of Electronic Equip-
ment.” This report summarizes the data collected and the revisions to the
Handbook failure rate models; however, the actual revision sheets to be in-
serted into the Handbook are provided separately and are not a part of this
report.

V More than 335 billion part hours of operating data were collected in nine
different environmental applications. Table 1 summarizes the quantity of part
hours collected for each part class. The data were obtained as a result of an
extensive data collection program that extended to private contractors, Govern-
ment facilities, and research institutions throughout the country. The collec-
ted data were grouped , analyzed, and statistically tested for homogeneity before
being combined.

TABL E 1

Summary of Operating Data Collected
by Part Class

Par t Hours
Part Class (x106)

Resistors 243,613.572
Capacitors 87,192.848
Coils 3,059.197
Trans formers ‘I ,399.881

Total 335,265.498

The study encompassed a total of 57 part specifications, 15 of which are
not presently in MIL—HDBK—2l78. Significant changes were made to the base
failure rates and environmental factors for many part types. Quality factors
for established reliability parts were not changed because of an insufficient
quantity of data at the higher levels; however, the Military Standard and
lover grade factors were revised for some parts. The airborne environmental
factors were expanded from two to four to delineate between subsonic and
supersonic aircraft. An additional factor that varies as a function of rated
capacitance was included in the fixed capacitor failure rate models. Also,
an additional factor was included in the non—solid tantalum capacitor model
which accounts for different construction techniques such as foil versus slug,
hermetic and nonhermetic , and the relatively new all-tantalum style.
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Most revisions to existing failure rate models did not follow definite
trends. Several potentiometer base failure rates were reduced, particularly
those for the non—wirewound RJ style. Paper and paper—plastic capacitor base
failure rates were significantly increased . Transformer failure rates were
increased while those for coils were decreased .

One relatively new part type for which a failure rate model was developed
is resistor networks (MIL—R—834 0l). This model is considered to be an interim
model until it can be further validated by field data.
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PREFACE

This final report was prepared by the Orlando Division of Martin 
V

Marietta Aerospace for the Rome Air Development Center (RADC), Griffiss Air
Force Base, New York , under Contract F30602—76—C—0398. The purpose of the
contract was to revise and update MIL—HDBK—2l7B passive device sections that
include resistors, capacitors , and inductive devices.

This report is submitted as the technical report input for CDRL Sequence
Number A002 and covers the period from September 1976 to November 1977. The
original termination date of the study was September 1977; but because of
delays encountered in the acquisition of data required for the effort, the
study completion date was extended to November 1977 at no additional cost to
the Government. The RADC Project Engineer was Mr. Lester J. Gubbins (RBRS) .

In addition to Messrs. Cottrell, Hierholzer, and Olson, other contributors
to the acquisition and analysis of data were: Thomas Butler, Thomas Gagnier,
Kurt Gonzenbacb . George Guth , Edwin Kimball , Thomas Kirejczyk , William Maynard ,
Lynn Mercer , Sharon Molnar , Aaron Penkacik, Betty Thomas, Lynn Westling,
‘obert Whalen , and Thomas Young.
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EVALUATION 
V

This contractual effor t  is part of the broad RAOC Reliability Program

to provide reliability prediction procedures for military electronic equip-

ment and systems. These prediction procedures are contained in MIL—HDBK—2 17B

for which RADC is the preparing activity. The failure rate models developed

in this study will replace the models for resistors, capacitors , and inductive

devices that are presently in MIL—HDBK—2 17B.

2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ j  ~&J~
_

LESTER J. GUBBINS
R&M Engineering Techniques Section
Reliability Branch
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r SECTION I

INT RODUCTI ON

This study consisted of revising and updating the appropriate sections
in MIL—KDBK—2l7B pertaining to resistors, capacitors, and inductive devices
(hereinafter called passive devices). Although the passive device models in
MIL—HDBK—2l7B have undergone some minor changes from their predecessors, these
models have not received a thorough review since the publication of Volume II
of the Rome Air Development Center (RADC) Reliability Notebook. Passive
devices continue to be uscd in significant quantities in new electronic equip-
ment and their large populations can have a definite impact on total equipment
reliability. Therefore, in September 1976, RADC awarded Martin Marietta Con-
tract Number F30602—76—C—0398, entitled “Passive Device Failure Rate Models
for MIL—HDBK—2l73.” The purpose of the contract was to revise and update
sections 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7 of MIL—HDBK—2l7B, to evaluate existing models for
necessary changes, and to develop new models for passive devices not presently
included in MIL—HDBK—2].7B. This report details the results of that contrac-
tual effort .

9/ 10
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SECTION II

DATA ANALYSIS

2.1 Statistical Methods, Assumptions, and Ground Rules

Operational data on passive components were collected, analyzed , and sum-
marized by component type, use environment, and quality grade. The following
sections describe the basic ground rules and assumptions used in this analysis
and define the statistical tests used in combining the data. The method used
for calculating failure rates at a given confidence level is included. Numer-
ical examples are given for the statistical tests and the calculation of
failure rates.

2.1.1 Calculation of Failure Rates

All failure rates are calculated at the upper single—sided 60 percent
confidence level. Prior to calculating the confidence levels, it had to be
determined whether the component data were time or failure truncated. Since
no known instances of failure truncated information were reported , received ,
or documented, it was assumed that the data were time truncated. The upper
60 percent confidence level failure rate can be calculated by using the com-
ponent part hours and the Chi square (x 2 ) value at 2r + 2 degrees of freedom
at the 40 percent level of significance point. If the data had been failure
truncated, the value would be obtained at 2r degrees of freedom. The follow-
ing general equation obtained from Reference 1 is used for calculating the
failure rate:

~
2
(cz, 2r + 2) Upper single—sided confidence level

Where :

r Number of failures and determines the degree of freedom coordi-
nate used in determining x2

2r + 2 Total number of degrees ot freedom

— Acceptable risk of error (40 percent in this study)

1—a — Confidence level (60 percent in this study)

T — Total number of component part hours.

1. ARINC Research Corporation , “Re l i ab i l i ty  Engineering , ” page 173 ,
Prentice—Hall Inc . ,  Engelwood C l i f f s , New Jersey , 1964 .

11
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:V As an example, two failures during 20. 722 x io6 part hours of airborne
operation were used in calculating the failure rate at the upper single—sided
60 percent confidence level on power wirewound resistors. Reference 2 was
used as the source for the x 2 value . The results are as follows:

V 
Failure rate (60 percent confidence) — ~

2_(O.4O , 6) 
— 

6.21 
641.444 x 10

Failure rate (60 percent confidence) = 0.150 failures/106 part hours.

Since the statistical tables used are limited to x 2 values up to 100
degrees of freedom, it was necessary to calculate an estimate of the x2 per—

V 
centile points wherever more than 49 failures were observed in the data. In
accordance with Reference 2 , x 2 confidence level values are approximated by:

4 1/2 (Z~ + 12f — 1) 2

Where :

4 Approximated x2 value

f — Total number of degrees of freedom

Z — 0.25335 and is the value of the standard normal variable at the 60p percent significance level .

Using actual data from power wirewound resistors, which had 437 failures
in 5,312.68 x 106 part hours of fixed ground operation , the failure rate for
the upper single—sided 60 percent confidence level is calculated as follows :

Failure rate (60 percent confidence) 1/2(0.25335 + /2(87~ )_ l) 2

2(5 ,312.68 x 10 )

V V~~~
V
~~ 

Failure rate (60 percent confidence) — 0.083 failures/l06 part hours.

2.1.2 Test of Homogeneity of Data

V As billions of part—hours of data are collected from many different
V V sources , the analyst is faced with the task of determining how the data should

be combined. Homogeneity of component/part t ype populations must be main-
tained to preven t the introduction of bias and ~~ss of precision in component
failure rates. Therefore, all line items of failure rate data were carefully
studied and evaluated , and then reordered and categorized on the basis of cam—

V 

ponsut type, component subgroup-typ e, quality grade , and environmental appli—
cation. :~
2. Raid , A. ,  “Statist ical  Tables and Formulas ,” Table V , pages 41—43 ,

John Wiley and Sons , Inc. ,  New York , 1952 .

p
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Before combining the data, a statistical test for homogeneity was re-

~~ quired. The Dixon Criterion test was chosen to statistically detect and
identify those data entry failure rates that might significantly deviate from
the family of failure rate entries under analysis. The ground rules and
statistical assumptions used for Dixon Criterion testing are as follows:

1 Failure rate observations derived from each line entry come from a
single normal population.

2 Population mean and standard deviation of the failure rate observa-
tions are unknown. The data sample, consisting of the failure rate
line entries, is the only source of information.

3 The probability of risk (a) for rejecting an observation that truly
belongs in the group is 10 percerVt . Line items significantly differ-
ent at either end of a 90 percent two—sided confidence interval are
culled from the sample before a final combined failure rate estimate
is calculated. (See section 2.1—1 for a discussion of the method
used for calculating confidence intervals.)

4 A minimum of three line entries of failure rate data is necessary in
testing the homogeneity of the samples.

As an example, Table 2 contains five ordered line items of failure data
received on metal film resistors and the formulas for identif ying outliers
at the upper and lower ends for a sample size of five items . The formula for
testing at the high end for a sample size of four is also included.

TAILS 2

Coabination of Failure Data Line Entries

Metal Film Resistors

Failure Rate
(Failures/b 6 Part—Hours
Part—Hours ) (x 100) Failures - -

0.00024 8374.00 5 2
= 0.00065 1529.973
0.00350 288.586 1
0.00480 4538.441 22
0.25000 31.860 8

For a sample size of five and if the low end Is suspect.
x2 — x 1 

V

reject X 1 if 
~ x 0.642
5 1

For a sample size of five and the high end is Suspect ,
— x4reject K5 if C.642

“S 1

For a sample size of four and the high end is suspect,
-

reject K4 if 0.765
- I — 

V

•~V’13

- V



To test acceptability of sample Xj at the low end, the applicable failure
ra tes in fa ilures 106 part—hours are substituted into the corresponding for-
mula and the result obtained is:

— X1 
= 

0.00065 — 0.00024 
— 0 002X5 

— X1 0 . 2 5  — 0.00024

This value is less than 0.642; therefore, for a sample size of five, the
lowest ordered failure rate is within the acceptable boundary. To test accep-
tability of sample entry X5 at the high end , again the applicable values are
substituted into the corresponding formula for a sample size of five and the
result obtained is:

X5~~~X4 0.250_0.0048 ,,O 982X5 — 0.250 — 0.00024

This value is greater than 0.642. Therefore, the failure rate, 0.250,
and its associated part—hours and failures must be rejected and would n~~t be
combined in the final failure rate estimate.

The test is rerun for a sample of four entries. Again, sample entry Xj
at the low end is found not to be rejected. At the high end , the result
obtained is:

x - x
- 

3 
= 

O.,0048 - O.0035 
= 0.285

which is less than 0.765. This time all data are accepted. Thus, an itera-
tive testing process using the Dixon Criterion is continued until both the low
end and high end values are accepted.

The data and tables used for determining formulas and statistics to be
applied for various sample sizes were obtained from Reference 3.

2.2 General Analysis Procedure

A general method for analyzing the collected data was utilized to deter-
mine new base failure rates and the effects of differen t environments and
quality grades. The method developed normalizes the effects of actual tem-
perature and stress realized by the parts on which data were collected and
compares the results to the existing base failure rates and modifying factors

V in MIL—HDBK—2l7B. Where significant differences occurred , revised model
paramater values were derived . However , throughout the analysis, engineering
logic was used in conjunction with analytical results in developing the model
parameters.

3. Natrella , Mary G , “Experimental Statistics,” pages 17—1 through 17—3 ,
Nat ional Bureau of Standards Handbook 91, August 1963.
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V Additional analyses were per formed to fi l l  in gaps in the collected data
with the primary purpose being to ensure consistency between a given model ’s
quantitative factors that were changed as a result of the collected data and
the remaining factors that could not be verified or changed because of lack
of data .

2.2.1 Preparing Raw Data for Analysis

The general analysis method is illuotrated by the procedure used to
analyze the data collected ozi MIL—R—94 , Variable Composition Resistors (RV
style). First, as shown in Table 3 , the data were summarized by environment
and quality grade. The observed failure rate was then calculated at the 60
percent one—sided upper confidence level. It was not found practical to sum-
marize the data to more detailed levels, such as temperature and stress,
because the data then became so sparse in most categories that realistic fail-
ure rates could not be calculated. In most cases temperature was found to
remain in a reasonably narrow range (10 to 15°C) within a given use environ-
ment . For example , most fixed ground data were generated at an ambient tem-
perature range of 30 to 40°C.

Second , the data were analyzed to determine predicted failure rates using
MIL—HDBK —2 17B for each category upon which observed data exist. Failure rates ,
fo r variable composition resistors were summarized in the format shown in Table
4. Temperature and stress information obtained fron the data sources was
used in determining these fa i lure  rates. If there were several temperatures/
stresses involved for a given category, an average was used. However , th is
ave rage was we ighted heavily towards the source or sources representing the
largest qua n t i t y  of data. In a few cases the temperatures/stresses were not
available from the data source and had to be estimated.

2 .2 .2  Base Failure Rate Analysis

Data were now ready to be analyzed for deviations from the existing MIL—
RDBK-2l7B failure rate models. The procedure shown in Table 5 was used to
determine differences in the observed versus predicted failure rates for
specific environments and quality grades. Data in this table indicate that
the basic failure rate in MIL—RDBK—217B composition potentiometers (RV style)
is too hlgh since all three environments have a high predicted—to—observed
ratio. The smallest ratio, 5.4, was used to reduce the base failure rate,
in MIL—HDBK—2 17B for RV resistors . If the handbook base failure rate is
reduced by a factor of 5.4 , the predicted value is equal to the observed value
for the ground mobile environment. This fixes the ground mobile environment
as a standard with which all other environments can be compared.

2 . 2 . 3  Environmental Factor Analysis

Before environmental comparisons can be math’, failure rate variations
caused by other factors such as temperature and stress should be eliminated.
For example , the ideal method for differentiating the effects  between fixed
ground and airborne environments is to use identical equipments in each situa-
tion with all other variables fixed except for the environment. Unfortunately,

15 
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TABLE S 
V

Observed Versus Predicted Failure Rates for RV Potentiometers

Predicted A
Environment Observed 1 x Ratio

Ground fixed (GF) 8.2

Ground mobi le (GM) ~~~~ 5.4

Naval sheltered (Ns) 26.8

the data collected in different environments usually varied by equipment type
as well as temperature and stress. Therefore a method had to be developed to
normalize the observed failure rates to one set of temperature and stress
values , leaving environment as the primary variable represented by the dif-
ferences in these adjusted failure rates.

The procedure used to normalize the observed failure rates is illustrated
in Table 6. In this method the base failure rates from all environments are
normalized to the temperature and stress conditions of one selected environ-
ment. In this example, the selected environment is groun d mobile since that
was the standard chosen during the base failure rate comparisons. The only V

logical way to normalize the failure rates was to use the temperature versus
stress base failure rate tables in MIL—HDBK—2l78. The relative variations
between temperature and stress given in these tables were assumed to be cor-
rect — an assumption which could not be verified by a study program of this

V scope .

TABLE 6

Normalization of RV Resistor Failure Rates

V Observed
Temperature Observed MIL—HDBK—217B A b Normali zed

Enviro nment (°C) 
- 

Stress Ab to G,,~ Environ

Ground fixed (GF) 35 0.1 0.079 = 0.89

Ground mobile (G M) 30 0.3 0.089 = 1

V Naval sheltered (N s) 30 0.3 0.089 = 1
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The normalization factors obtained by the procedure outlined in Table 6
were applied to the observed failure rates of each respective environment to
obtain failure rates under equivalent temperature and stress conditions to the
ground mobile values. For example :

Ground fixed environment:

Observed A 0.241 6
A — = = 0 .271 failure/lO hours

Norm Normalization factor 0.890

Naval sheltered environment:

Observed A 0.415 6
A — — = 0.415 failure/ lO hours .Norm No rmalization factor 1

Thus, the observed ground fixed failure rate is adjusted by the normalization
factor of 0.89 to obtain the equivalent failure rate at 30°C and 0.30 stress
ratio. This yields a slightly higher failure rate than that originally
observed. Since the naval sheltered temperature and stress were the same as
that for ground mobile data , this failure ratc does not change.

Finally, to determine the relative effects of different environments, the
ratio was obtained between each adjusted observe d failure rate and the se-
lected standard failure rate (ground mobile in our example):

X
GF 0.271

2.051 
= 0.132

- _ =  0.202.

The new environmental factors for each environment can now be obtained
V by multiplying the respective ratio value by the environmental factor given

in MIL—HDBK—2l7B for the selected standard environment . In this example the
environment used as a standard was ground mobile which has an environmental
factor of 50 in MIL—HDBK—217B. Therefore, the new environmental factors for
RV potentiometers are :

Gro und f ixed — 50 (0.132) — 6.6
Naval sheltered — 50 (0.202) — 10

4 Ground mobile = 50 (1) — 50.

2.2.4 Additional Analyses

The data collected on RV potentiometers allowed a comparison of the rela— ~
V

VV V

tive differences among three environments: ground fixed (Gp), ground mobile
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(Gpj), and naval sheltered (Na). However, two environments, space flight
(SF) and ground benign (GB) ,  are grouped together as a baseline with an
environmental factor value of 1.0 for nearly all parts. The revised GF
factor would indicate a variation of 6.6 to 1 between CF and SF/GB environ-
ments which appears to be high. In MIL—HDBK—2 17B this variation is 10 to 1.
Part characteristics were researched and part specialists consulted , but no
justification was found for this large variation. The GF environment could
allow more temperature and humidity variation and some vibration, but these
effects  are not usually excessive in the CF environment. Therefore, it was
decided that a conservative variation between CF and SF/G B would be 3 to 1.

If the CF environmental factor is reduced from 6.6 to 3, then the f actors
fo r the GM and N5 environments should also be proportionally reduced . How-
ever, to maintain the same overall observed failure rate, the base failure
rate must be increased to offset the environmental factor reduction. The
initial recommendation given in section 3.2.3 was to divide the base failure
rates in MIL—HDBK—2l7B for RV potentiometers by 5.4. This value would now be
changed to 2.4 to maintain the same overall failure rate. This is equivalent
to multiplying the base failure rate by 0.4. Therefore, the final reconnnen—
dations fo r changing the RV potentiometer model as a result of data collected
on this par t  are given in Table 7.

TABLE 7

Recom mended Changes f or RV Resistor
Based on RV Data Analysis

Reconinended Change
T~~de1 Parameter to MJL-HDBK -217B

Base faflure rate (A b ) Decrease by factor of 0.4

Environmental factors (HE):
V Ground benign (Cb) Remains 1.0

Ground fixed (G F) Change from 10 to 3
Naval sheltered (Ns) Change from 50 to 4.5
Ground mobi le (GM) Change from 50 to 23

In situations where gaps in the collected data existed, some environ-
mental factors were derived as a resul t of engineering studies and group trend
analyses. An examp le of a group trend analysis is the N 5 environmental factor
where , almost without exception , the observed fai lure rates in this environ-
ment were significantly less than those predicted by MIL—HDBK—2l7B. There-
fore, based upon this lower trend, the N S factor was adj usted lower on several 

V

part types on which no data were collected in this  environment .

I
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The analysis techniques discussed in this section were generally applied
to all data collected on resistors, capacitors, and magnetic devIces. Some
variations were used depending upon the form of the data . If less than three
environments were represented fo r a given part type , these techniques were
generally not used. Instead , changes were reconinended, as appropriate, to the
particular environmental factors represented by the data. A change in the
base fa i lure  rate of a part type was considered primarily if data on three or
more environments were available. Quality levels were evaluated using ratio
methods simila r to those discussed in this section . However , because of the
la rge quanti t ies of data required at the higher quality levels to obtain
real is t ic  f a i lu re  rates , the qua l i ty factors in MIL— HDBK — 2 17B could not be
ve r i f i ed  for  most part types.

2 .3  Suimnary of Data Collected

More than 335 billion part hours of data were collected on passive com-
ponents  dur ing this study program . No components were tested to obtain data ,
but rather an extensive data survey and collection effort was undertaken to
locate and obtai n necessary da ta .  Data were obtained from a comprehensive
l i t e r a t u re search and from direct contact with potential sources of data.

A total of 560 contractors , inst i tut ions, and Government agencies were
sent a data survey le t ter which explaii~ed the purpose of the study program
and requested a response to a short questionnaire concerning availability of
per t inent  data .  Approximately 260 responses were received. Favorable re-
sponses were followed up by telephone calls and , whe re deemed necessary,
personal visits. Visits were made to a total of 47 data sources which re-
sulted in the accumulation of the majority of the data collected.

The collected data are summarized in Appendix A , Tables A—l , A—2 , A—3,
and A—4 , fo r resistors, capacitors , transformers , and inductors, respectively.
All failure rates in these tables are given at the 60 percent single—sided
upper confidence level. Failure rates were not calculated when less than 0.5
million part hours were coliected. The environmental abbreviations are the
same as those in MIL—HDBK—217B except for airborne where an additional. letter
designation has been added. The subscript “T” on the airborne abbreviations
designates data generated in subsonic type aircraft such as transport and
cargo planes while the subscript “F” refers to supersonic a i rcraf t  such as
fighters.  The qual i ty  levels given in the tables are usually either Military
Standard or the appropriate Established Reliability (ER) levels. However , two
other notat ions are also given : “lower ” refers to parts less than Military
Standard quality such as commercial , and “higher” refers to Military Standard
grade parts that have been subjected to extra testing.

Component failure is defined as the inability of the compcnent to pro-
perly perform its intended function, resulting in its being rehired or re-
placed . Whenever detailed failure information was available, all secondary
failures, premature removals, procedural, and personnel errors were censored.

Since most data obtained listed only the quantity of failures and experi-
ence with no elaboration of failure modes and mechanisms, much of the data are
dependent upon each source’s ability to properly categorize its equipment
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r failures. As a result of direct contact with most of the sources, however,
it is felt that the majority of data contributed to this study was properly
screened by the contributors. As an additional check, a statistical outlier
test was performed on the data, and any data which deviated significantly
from ehe majority were eliminated. Therefore a high degree of confidence has
been developed which warrants the practical application of these data.

A listing of the data sources contributing to the study program is given
in Appendix B.

I
I
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SECTION III

ANALYSIS RE SULTS

This section presents the results of the analyses of the data collected
during the program e f f o r t .  These results are expressed in terms of recom-
mended revisions to the existing data in MIL—HDBK—2l7B. The complete quanti-
tative models and factors will be prepared on sheets suitable for insertion
in MIL—HDBK—217B and submitted as a separate document. The primary revisions
are with the base failure rates and environmental factors. Fewer changes have
been recommended for quality factors because of a lack of comparative data in
most quality levels. However , the upper quality level category was eliminated
from all non—ER specifications because of the lack of a clear definition as to
when a part should be included in it. Other revisions , including reconnuended
additions and deletions, are discussed in the appropriate subsec t ions .

3.1 Resistor Analysis Results

During the study program, the failure rate models for the 22 resistor
specifications presently in MIL—HDBK—2l7B were analyzed and models for four
additional specifications were developbd . A complete listing of the 26 spec-
ifications covered in this study is given in Table 8, while the additional
specifications are shown separately in Table 9. Although some of these spec-
ifications are inactive , they have been retained in the Handbook because of
the large number of equipments still in field use which contain these parts.
The recommended revisions to the base failure rates and environmental factors
are dep icted in Table 10 along with the respective values presently in MEL—
HDBK—217B. The base failure rates are for a temperature of 30°C and an
electrical stress of 0.30.

The specifications in Table 10 are grouped in pairs where both the
Military Standard and Established Reliability versions are available. The
base failure rates are the same for each pair since the quality factors are
used to differentiate between different levels of reliability within a given
part type . The only resistor specification for which the quality factor was
changed is MIL—R—l0509. The factor for this part type was changed to 2.0

V from 1.0 in the present Handbook. The airborne environments have been ex-
panded to distinguish between supersonic and other types of aircraft. In
Table 10 it is assumed that the environmental factors in MIL-HDBK—2l7B repre-
sent the nonsupersonic or subsonic environment.

Two specifications are not included in Table 10 because their models are
not presented in the same general format as those of the other resistors.
These two specifications are MIL—R—8340l, Resistor Networks, and MIL—T—23648,
Thermistors. The resistor network model is new as this specification is not
covered in MIL—HDBK—217B. These two models are presented in subsections
3.1.3 and 3.1.4.

An additional formula has been developed for calculating a potentiometer
stress ratio when used in a rheostat application. The formula given in MIL—
IIDBK—2l7B Is applicable only to the conventional 3—terminal application.

23
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TABLE 8

Resisto r Specifications to be Included in Revision to MIL—HDBK—2178

Part
Specification Style Descriptlon*

Fixed Resistors
MIL-R-ll RC Coniposftion
MIL-R-26 RW Wi rewound, Power
MIL-R-93 RB Wi rewound, Accurate
MIL-R-l0509 RN Film , High Stability
MIL-R-11804 RD Fi lm , Power
MIL-R— l8546 RE Wi rewound, Power , Chass is Moun ted
MIL-R-22684 RL Film , Insu’ated
MlL-T-2~~48 RTH Thermistor
M!L-R-39005 RBR Wirewound , Accurate , ER
MIL-R-39007 RWR Wi rewound, Power , ER
NIL-R-39008 RCR Composition , ER
MIL—R—39009 RER Wirewound, Power , Chass is Moun ted, ER
MIL—R— 390l7 RLR Film , Insu’ated, ER
MZL-R-55182 RNR Film, ER
MIL-R-8340l RZ Resistor Netwo rk , F i l m

Variable Resistors
MIL-R-19 V RA Wi rewound, Low Operati ng Temperature
MIL-R-22 RP Wirewound, Power
MIL-R-94 RV Composition
MIL-R—12934 RR Wi rewound , Precis ion
MIL-R-22097 Ri Metal , Cennet , or Carbon Film; Lead Screw Actuated
MIL-R-23285 RVC Film
MIL-R-27208 RT Wirewound, Lead Screw Actuate d
MIL-R-39002 RK Wirewound, Semi-Precision
MIL-R-390l5 RTR Wi rewound, Lead Screw Actuated, ER
MIL-R-39023 RQ Nonwirewound, Precision
MIL-R-39035 RJR Metal , Cennet , or Carbon Fi lm;  Lead Screw Actuated;

ER

*ER refers to established reliability .

TABLE 9

Resistor Specifications to be Added
to MIL—HDBK—2l7

Specification Style Description

MIL-R-23285 RVC Variable, F i lm
MIL-R-39023 RQ Variable, Nonwirewound, Precis ion
MIL-R-39035 RJR Variable; Metal, Cermet , or Carbon

Film; Lead Screw Actuated; ER
MIL-R-8340l RZ Resistor Networks , Fixed, Film
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3.1.1 Base Failure Rates

A comparison of the recommended revision f or each resistor base failure
rate A b , to the existing fai lure rates in MIL—HDBK—2l7B has been given in
Table 10. The revisions are based upon the analysis of the collected field
operating data and, where insufficient data were available, upon ranking
methodology.

Table 11 gives the quantitative change to be applied to the base failure
rates in MIL—HDEK—2l7B in order to derive the revised rates. Also given in
the table is the criteria used for changing the existing failure rate. Where
ranking was the criteria used, this process was performed after all changes
resulting from data analyses were determined. The ranking process consisted
of an engineering evaluation of the Part characteristics, both mechanical and
electrical, compared with the parts for which data were available.

The largest change in base failure rate was with MIL—R—22097, Variable
Non—Wirewound Resistor, which was decreased by a factor of 22. This change
was based on data analyzed and was not surprising since the existing failure
rate for this part type was not realistic when compared to those of other
potentiometers. For example , Table 10 shows that the MIL-R—22097 base failure
rate in MIL—HDBK—2l7B is about 43 times higher than that of MIL—R—27208,
Variable Wirewound Resistor.

One other part type for which Ab changed considerably was MIL—R—ll804,
Fixed Power Film Resistor. The failure rate for this part was reduced by a
factor of 15 as a result of the ranking process. Although this part is large
in size and somewhat different in construction, its base failure rate should
not be significantly higher than the worst of the other fixed resistors. It
was given higher environmental factors in the dynamic environments (see
section 3. 1.2).

Although no data were collected on MIL—R—39002 (RK style resistors), this
base failure rate was changed to be the same as that for MIL—R—l9. These two V

specifications presently have the same base failure rate in MIL—HDBK—217B and
no reason was determined to make them different. Therefore, when MIL—R—l9 was
changed as a result of the data analysis, MIL—R—39002 also was changed.

In a similar manner, MIL—R—22684 and MIL—R—390l7 (RL and RLR styles) were
changed to maintain the same general ranking with respect to MIL—R—l0509 and
MIL—R—55182 (RN and RNR styles) as reflected by MIL—HDBK—2l7B . Because of
their basic construction, the insulated film resistors (RI and RLR) should
have i slightly lower failure rate that the RN/RNR film resistors as indicated
in the H.~ndbook. Therefore , the base fai lure rate for these resistors was
lowered by the same factor determined by analysis of RN/RNR data .

Insuff ic ient  data were collected on the two new models shown in Table 11
to derive quanti tat ive base fai lure rates. Therefore , a ranking process had
to be used . Both resistor types , MIL—R—39023 (RQ) and MI L—R—23285 (RVC) , are
non—wirewound variable resistors. The RVC style resistors have a film resis-
tance element shaped in an arc with the construction being metal—ceramic film
fused onto a ceramic substrate. The RQ style is a precision device having a

V
~~~~

V
~~~~ V V . 
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r esistance element usually consisting of carbon , cermet, or conductive plastic
deposited on a plastic insulating base. The RQ was ranked slightly better in
terms of reliability because it utilizes better overall construction tech-
niques including body sealing and it is built on a precision assembly line
where more in—process testing is usually performed.

TABLE 11 F

Summary of Recommended Revisions to MIL—HDBK—2llB
Resistor Base Failure Rates (A b)

Reconinended Change
to Ab in Criteria for

Specification MIL-HDBK-217B Determining Ab

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ RTR } No change -

~~~~~~~ RJR } Divi de by 22 Data

MIL-R-39023 RQ New Ranked V

MIL-R-23285 RVC New Ranked

MIL-R-94 RV Divide by 2.5 Data

MIL-R-19 RA Divide by 0.9 Data 
V

MIL-R-39002 RK Divide by 0.9 Ranked

MIL-R-22 RP No change -

MIL-R-12934 RR No change -

V MIL-R-ll RC k
MIL-R- 39008 RCR ~ 

No change -

~~~~~~~ ~~R) 
Divide by 2 Ranked

V - V 

MIL-R-10509 RN k ~~i .
~ i.

MIL-R-55182 RNR J ~.‘ I ’~~Ide u~~ a

~4IL:R:39OO5 R8R } No change -

MIL-R-18546 RE
MIL-R-39009 RER f 

Divide by 2 Data
V 

V t ~~~~~~ RWR } Divide by 0.64 Data

V MIL-R-11804 RD Divide by IS Ranked
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V The model used in MIL—HDBK—217B for calculating resistor base failure
rates is:

B /T + 273\G [I S \ fT + 273\J
— Ac I\ NT ) eL\Ns) \ 273 1

where,

A is an adjustment factor for each type of resistor to adjust
the model to the appropriate failure rate level

e is the natural logarithm base, 2.718

T is the ambient operating temperature (degrees C)

NT is a temperature constant

B is a shaping parameter

G, H, J are acceleration constants

Ns is a stress constant

S is the electrical stress and is the ratio of operating power
to rated power.

The values for the constants are given in MIL—HDBK—2l7B for each resistor
type. Three of these constants were changed during this study for some part
types : A, B , and NT. The quantitative values of NT in MIL—HDBK—2l7B reflect
the part temperature at which derating begins plus 273°C for most fixed re-
sistors and a few potentiometers. Origin of the NT values for the other part
types could not be determined. Therefore, these values were changed to have
the same derivation as the majority. The value8 of B were also changed to
maintain the same overall failure rate value. Where changes were recommended V

for the base failure rates, the adjustment factor, A, was changed. Table 12
lists the part specifications for which constants in the base failure rate
model were changed and gives the new values. The table also gives all the
constant values for the two potentiometers not in MIL—HDBK--2l7B. V

• 3.1.2 Environmental Factors

The environmental fac tors , h g, for resistors have undergone extensive V

revisions as depicted in Table 10. Sufficient data for evaluation of differ-
ences in the effects of environments were collected on four different environ-
ments: ground fixed (Gy) ,  airborne inhabited (Aj), naval sheltered (Ne), and
ground mobi 1~ (GM) . The data collected during the study effort were used as

V 

a revision baseline from which additional changes were made to those environ—
ments or part types on which little or no data were collected. The airborne
enVironment was expanded to four categories to separate the effects of super—
sonic aircraf t such as fighters from other types of aircraft such as trans—
ports and h.avy bombers.
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TABLE 12

Revisions to Constants in Base Failure Rate ~~del

Part Type 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

Revised_Constant_Values 
_ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _

Style Specification A B N1 G N5 H J

RD MIL-R-11804 7.33E_03* 0.202* 298.000* 2.600 1.450 1.300 0.890

RER ~~~ 
l.50E_04* 2.640 298.000 1.000 0.466 1.000 1.000

RLR ~~~~~~~ 
3.25E_04* 1.000 343.000 3.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

RNR ~~~~~~~~ 
5.OOE_05* 3.500 398.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

RWR MjL~R:39O07 
1.48E_03* 1.000 298.000 2.000 0.500 1.000 1.000

RK MI1-R-39002 3.98E_02* 1.050* 358.000* 5.280 1.440 1.000 4.460

RJR ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
l.90E_02* 0.445* 358.000* 7.300 2.690 1.000 2.460

RP MIL-R-22 4.8lE-02 0.334* 298.000* 4.660 1.470 1.000 2.830
RR MIL-R-12934 7.35E-02 1.030* 358.000* 4.450 2.740 1.000 3.510

RTR ~~~~~~~ 
6.20E_03* 1.000 358.000 5.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

RV MIL-R-94 2.46E_02* 0.459* 343.000* 9.300 2.320 1.000 5.300
RVC MIL_R_23285** 2.57E-02 1.000 398.000 7.900 2.450 1.000 4.300
RQ MIL_ R_39023** 1.80 E-02 1.000 343.000 7.400 2.550 1.000 3.600
RA MIL-R-19 3.98E_02* Q 5J4* 313.000* 5.280 1.440 1.000 4.460

*Revised value
**New line entry

One basic decision was made initially concerning the difference between
the effects of the SF/GB environment and the Gp environment. The ratio of
the hg fac tors between these two environments for  a given part type varies
from 2 to 10 in M IL—HDBK—2l7B. A study of the differences among the various
part types could not justify such a wide variation. Both the Sp/GB and Gy
environments are rather stable with the Gp allowing more tempera ture and
humidity variation; however this variation is normally not too extreme. In
fac t , the Cp environments on which data were collected in this study were air—
condi tioned and would not be considered much more severe than Sp/Cg. A simi-
lar result relating the similarities between the GB and most CF environments
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is reported in Reference 4 where a data collection effort was also performed .
Therefore , it appeared that the effects on resistor base failure rates of the V

CF environment should be approximately the same for all resistor types and
not more than a fac tor of 2 or 3 worse than the SF/G B environment . Thus , a
factor of 3 was assigned to the resistor types more susceptible to humidity
and/or temperature problems, and a factor of 2 given to the remaining types.
The fl~ fac tor fo r Gg and S

~ 
remained at one for all re8istors.

As explained in section 2.2, General Analysis Procedure, the relative
differences between the different environments were quantitatively evaluated
whenever possible. The factors thus obtained were scaled to a Gp fac tor of
2 or 3, whichever was applicable, without changing the ratios between any of
the factors.

Several general guidelines were followed in developing the revised
environmental factors, particularly when no observed data were available to
use. Part types more susceptible to humidity, such as compositions, should
have higher factors in environments of potentially high humidity than the
less susceptible part types. MIL~-R—94 , Variable Composition Resistor , was
given the highest factors of any non—wirewound because it generally has no
end seal and is of single turn construction which makes it more unstable than
other types. Wirewound resistors are usually more prone to failure in dynamic
environments than non—wirewound because of the internal weld construction and
the possibility of turn—to—turn shorts. The accurate wirewound fixed resis— V

tars , MIL—R—93 and MIL—R—39005, should have the highest factors of the fixed
resistors in dynamic environments because of their many turns that i’~~rease
the probability of shorts. MIL—R-~ll804, Power Film Resistor, is mere suscep-
tible to failures in dynamic environments than most part types because of its
large size and the materials used in its construction (usually glass and
ceramic).

One of the most significant changes resulting from the data analysis is
a reduction in the N~ factor.  The revised N~ factors vary from approximately
one—half to one—tenth of the Ng factors presently in MIL—HDBX—2l7B . One
reason for this reduction may be the inclusion of submarine data in the Ns
category. An attemp t was made to create a separate submarine factor, but in-
sufficient data were available to substantiate doing this. Therefore, the

V 
data were combined and designated as N5.

The aircraft environment was expanded to four categories to separate
supersonic aircraft from other types. It is generally accepted that equipment
on supersonic aircraf t are exposed to higher levels of shock, vibration, and
acoustic noise, and to a more severe operating temperature range than equip-
ment on other aircraft. Also the mission duration is usually much shorter
for supersonic aircraft, thereby creating more cyclic problems. Therefore, V

significant differences in reliability would be expected and have been ob—
served. In this study program, only three part types (all capacitors) had
sufficient data in both environments for comparisons to be made. The values

4. Pearce, LB. and Rise, G.D., “Technique for Developing Equipment Failure
Rate K Factors,” Boeing Aerospace Company , December 1973. V



derived from these parts are shown in Table 13 along with the results observed
from two other efforts involving reliability data collection (References 4 and V

5) . The factor  of 2.1 given in the table from Reference 5 was obtained from
an analysis of data in that report. The factors from Reference 4 were taken
directly from the report. Both references only isolated failures to the equip-
ment or line replaceable unit (LRU) level.

TABLE 13

Equipment/Part MTBF Variations by Aircraft Type

MTBF Factor by Ai rcraft
Military Con~nerc ia 1

Source Fighter Transport Bomber Transport

Martin Marietta study:
Capacitor CK style 1.7 1 - -
Capacitor CL style 3.5 1 - -
Capacitor CS style 6.8 1 - -

Reference 5 2.1 1 - -

Reference 4 2 1 1.5 0.14

Since only a small quantity of data were available at the part level , it
;as decided that a general factor should be developed which could be applied
to all part types. This would be a multiplicative factor to be applied to
the subsonic values to obtain the supersonic environmental values. A review
of the factors in Table 13 indicated that a value of 2 would be a good gen-
eral factor to differentiate between subsonic and supersonic. Therefore, this V

value was selected to be used in determining the appropriate environmental
fac i~rs for supersonic aircraft .  The term supersonic aircraft includes
fighters and interceptors, while the subsonic category encompasses transports,
heavy bombers, cargo, and patrol aircraft.

The GF, A1, and N5 environmental factors were changed to varying degrees
based primarily upon analysis of the collected data. The GM environment was
represented by less data; therefore, fewer factors were changed for this en—
vironment. The only potentiometer having a significant quantity of data in
the GM environment was MIL—R—94 (RV style). Analysis of this data indicated
that the GM factor should be changed from 50 to 23. Although this factor was

5. Kern, G.A., and Drnas, I.M., “Operational Influences on Reliability,”
page 5—4, Hughes Aircraft Company, RADC—TR—76—366 , December 1976. V
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lowered by a significant amount , there did not appear to be any basis for
changing other potentiometer factors since the revised RV value was still V

higher than other GM factors. Therefore , no other potentiometer GM factors
were changed .

For f ixed resistors, data on MIL—R—26 (RW style) indicated a change in
the GM factor from 10 to 5. Since this was significantly lower than any
other fixed resistor factors , the other resistors were reviewed to determine
if there was any justification for reducing their G factors. After studying
the construction and electrical characteristics of ~he other fixed resistors
with respect to the RW style, it was determined that for the G

M 
environment

the only resistors that should have higher factors were the RD and RB/RBR
styles. Therefore, the other fixed resistor GM 

factors were adj usted to
reflect these findings.

Little or no data were collected in three environments: naval unsheltered
(N11), airborne uninhabited (A.~) ,  and missile launch (M,). Therefore, with the
ez~eption of three par t classes , the factors in MIL—HD~K—2l7B were retained
for these environments since there were no data to justify a change. One
exception is the values for the RL/RLR styles which were changed to be the
same as the factors for RN/RNR resistors because of the great similarity be-
tween these part types. The values of the N,,, AlT,,, and A,,F factors for the
RV style potentiometer were evaluated and de~erin1~ked to b~ inconsistent with
those for the other potentiometers. Therefore, these values were reduced by
a factor of 2.2 as this was the adjustment factor used in section 2.2.4 to
reduce the G~, N , and G

M factors to their final values. Similarly, the
RB/RBR style fac~ors f or the N

u
, 
~~T’ 

AUF~ and M
L 
environments were not

realistic when compared to the other fixed wirewound resistors. These factors
were lowered accordingly, but remained the highest of the wirewound types be-
cause the problem with shor ts in dynamic environments,

The A,, factors in the Handbook were assumed to depict the subsonic (A,,~ ) V

environinen~ s, and the supersonic (A.I~F.) environmental factors were obtained
multiplying the As,,,. factors by two. It should be noted that in some cases,
the A,, fac tors a~e in the same range as the ML factors. This is not unrealis-
tic b~~ause the A,, environment is more severe than M, in some categories such
as temperature cy~ !ing and possibly vibration. In ad~ition, supersonic air—
craft maneuvers can apply severe acceleration forces to equipment .
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3.1.3 Resistor Network Model 
V

Although insuff ic ient  data were collected on resistor networks to vali-
date a detailed failure rate model, an interim model was developed based upon
appropriate sections of the hybrid failure rate models and an engineering
evaluation of resistor network part characteristics.

The failure rate model developed for resistor networks, MIL—R-8340l, is
as follows:

A1, (N~A~ + N1X1 + 1IPF APF) ~E WQ

where:

NR is the number of film resistors in use

AR is the film resistor failure rate and is determined as:

A — n  A iTR TECH RB T

where:

~TECH 
— 1 for thick film

2 for thin film

4 x l0~~ failures/l06 hr

is found from Table 14

N1 is the number of interconnections and is determined by the number of
leads plus the number of internal connections

is the interconnection failure rate and is found from Table 15

V 
nPF — 1 for MIL—R—8340l/04 and /05 (SIP)

— 1.5 for MIL—R—83401/03 (FLATPAGK)

— 2 for MIL—R—8340l/0l and /02 (DIP)

— 0.005 failures /106 hr

V 

~E 
is found from Table 16

— 1 for NiL quali ty

— 30 for lower quality.
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TABLE 14

versus Temperature V

T~(°c) “T 

— 

T~(°C) 
~T 

T~(°C)

25 1.0 70 4.5 115 14.0
30 1.2 75 5.2 120 16.0
35 1.5 80 6.0 125 18.0
40 1.7 85 6.8 130 20.0
45 2.1 90 7.8 135 22.0
50 2.4 95 8.8 140 24.0
55 2.8 100 10.0 145 27.0
60 3.3 105 11.0 150 29.0
65 3.9 110 13.0

Note:
= Exp [_~~1l (T~ + 273 -

where T~ is package temperature In 
0C.

TABLE 15

A1 as a Function of Temperature

T~(°C) A
1 

T~(°C) T~(°C) A1

25 0.00008 70 0.00048 115 0.00188

30 0.00010 75 0.00057 120 0.00215

35 0.00012 80 0.00067 125 0.00244
40 0.00015 85 0.00078 130 0.00277

V 
45 0.00019 90 0.00092 135 0.00314
50 0.00023 95 0.00107 140 0.00354

V 
55 0.00028 100 0.00123 145 0.00398

V 60 0.00033 105 0.00143 150 0.00446

65 0.00040 110 0.00164 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

A
1 
- (8.0 x j~

_5) Exp [(.o.~k35o)(U ~ zn
where K • 8.63 X 10
and T~ is package temperature in °C. 

V~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V V  ____
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TABLE 16

Environmental Factor , ‘TE

Environmental W
E

G8 1

1

V GF 2

A lT
8

Ns 4
GM 4
Nu 6

6
AUF 12

Mi 11

This model is based on a sum of three failure rate contributors:

1. Resistor elements

2 Interconnections

V 3 Package.

The f irst contributor, NR AR, is the failure rate contribution of the
resistor elements themselves . It is temperature dependent through the vTfactor which is based on network package temperature . Package temperature
is a fu nction of ambient temperature and the temperature rise , varying with
package style , and results from the power dissipated in the network. The
temperature dependence is based on that given for hybr ids in M IL —M DBK —2l7B
when package temperature is known.

If package temperature is not known , it may be estimated as follows: 
•V V V V 

V

Tp T~~+~~T L.V
V
~~V

VV VV V
V V V V

V V



where:

Ta is ambient temperature in the immediate vicinity of the network

K~ 1’D

where:

Ks is given in Table 17

is power dissipated in the network in watts.

TABLE 17

K0 Values by Network Style

Style

RZO1 O 64
RZO2O 55
RZO3O 66
RZO4O 52
RZOSO 45

*~( is in °C/watt

The difference in base failures rates for thick and thin film technol-
ogies (either allowed by the specification) is accounted for in the 1TTECH
factor. .The thin film resistors are more susceptible to failure due to
anomolies in the substrate and film deterioration. Thick films a’-e
inherently stable, but are subject to flaking, particularly when sub-
jected to temperature cycling.

V 

The second failure contributor is the interconnection term, N1 A1. The
failure rate of the interconnections is temperature dependent as described in
the revised microelectronics hybrid failure rate model proposed for MIL—HDBK—
2173 (Reference 6). This proposed model was reviewed and found to apply to
the pertinent networks after the multiplying constant was adjusted from 1.7 X
i0~~ to 8 X ~~~~ to reflect the simpler and more re1~able interconnections
that exist in the networks.

There are many variations in the methods and processes that can be em—
ploy.d in the des ign and manufacture of the networks under MIL—R—8340l . There—
fo r e , the number of interna l connections var ies with style, manufacturer , and
circuit schematic ~~~~~ These interconnections can be of several types in—

Reference 6. “Military Standa rdization Handbook for Reliability Prediction ,”
MIL—HDIK— 2l7B , Notice 2 (Proposed), Table 2. 1.7—1 , Rome Air Development
Center , 1 August 1977.
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clud ing wire and solder connections . Wires used for internal interconnection
(unlikely in thick film implementation but possible with thin films) must be
counted when determining the interconnection failure rate term . The sandwich
construction of some packages includes interconnections from top to bottom
levels which must be included in the count of interconnections.

Package failures are included in the 11PF APF contribution . The simplest
pac kage , the SIP , is given the normalized nPF factor of 1, while the DIP and
flatpack packages are allotted a higher probability of failure due to their
construction . These package factor values were taken from the MIL—HDBK—217B V

hybrid model. The base value of package failure rate is an adjusted value of
that given in the hybrid model to reflect the simpler packages for the net-
works.

Environmental and quality factors, 11E and 1T
Q 

respectively , are applied
directly to the sum of the three failure rate contributors , as shown in the
resistor network model equation. The values for the environmental factors are
based upon those given in the proposed new hybrid model , except they have been
normalized to a value of 1.0 for the G8 environment to be consistent with the
environmental factors for the other resistor types.

3.1.4 Thermistor Failure Rate Revision

The changes to the failure rate model for thermistors, MIL—T—23648, con-
sisted of t~h~ addition of rod types. This includes the styles RTH 12, 14, 16,
18, 20, 22 and 42.

Thermistor data were difficult to classify as to which type was being
referred to in the data descriptions and reports obtained for this study.
Also , n~ stress data were available with a sufficient number of failures to
use as a basis for constructing a new model based on stress and temperature.
Therefore , t he rod types were allocated fai lure  rates as a result of an
evaluation of their construction and complexity relative to the bead and disk
types . The new types are included in Table 18.

3.1.5 Variable Resistor Model Revision

The present method for calculating the failure rate for a potentiometer
invol ves the calcu lation of th e st ress ra tio , S , from Tables 2.5.7—1 , 2 . 5 . 7— 2 ,
2.5.7— 3, and 2.5.7—4 of MIL—HDBK—2l7B. The formula given for S in Table
2.5.7—1 is:

Papplied
iT X~~~ x p

eff  ganged rated

where the lT5 f f  factor is the correction factor for electrical loading on the
wiper contact. The value of 

~ef ~ 
is calculated from the formula :

W ff  
~~2

e
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where Rp — potentiometer resistance and

RL load resistance.

A new method for calculation of S is needed when the potentiometer is con-
nected as a rheostat. An attempt to use the present model with RL — 0 (rheo—
stat connection) gives a value of 0 for neff which makes S undefined.

TABLE 18

Revised Thermistor Failure Rates

Predicted Failure Rate (Failures/b 6 Hrs)
V 

Rod Type
Bead Type Disk Type Style RTH 12, 14, 16, 18,

Style RTH 24, 26, 28, 30, Style RTH 6, 20, 22, 42; MIL-T-23648A
Environment 32, 34, 36, 38 to 40 8, 10 /4 through / 9 ,119 

V

GB 0.021 0.065 0.105

SF 0.021 0.065 0.105

0.100 0.310 0.500

GM 0.520 1.600 2.600

Ms 0.300 0.900 1.500

Mu 0.400 1.200 2.000

A lT 0.250 0.750 1.250

A IF 0.500 1.500 2.250

Aui 0.340 1.000 1.700

AUF 0.680 2.000 3.400

1.200 3.600 6.000

The potentiometer used in a rheostat application will have a known maxi—
mum current rating. This may be given directly in the specification or can
be calculated from the formula: -

frrated
‘max rated

V 
V
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where 
~rated 

is power rating of the potentiometer with the full resistance
engaged and Rp is the nominal resistance of the potentiometer. From circuit
considerations, the particular application will determine a maximum operating
current which will pass through the rheostat, generally at minimum resistance.
By using the maximum operating current (I 

~~ 
), the stress ratio for a

rheostat application can be calculated : OP X

(
~ )2
op maxS —R 2)

ganged max rated

This reflects the power stress at different settings of the rheostat assuming
that the power dissipation over any section of the resistance element is
limited ti an amount proportional to the amount of element engaged .

It is recommended that the formula for SR be added to the general model
for variable resistors in MIL— }LDBK—2l73. This formula would then be used for
calculating stress under a rheostat application while the existing stress
formula would be used when the potentiometers are applied in the 3—terminal
configuration .

1.

~#VV

V 
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3.2 Capacitor Analysis Results

Twenty—six capacitor specifications were analyzed , 17 of which are in
MIL—HDBK—2 17B. Table 19 h ats the 26 specifications covered in this study.
Table 20 lists the nine specifications not in the present Handbook , some of
which are not current but included because of the large number of equipments
still in field use which contain these parts . Table 21 shows recommended
revisions to the base failure rates and environmental factors, along with the
respective values presently given in MIL—HDBK—2l7B. The base failure rates
are for a 30°C t emperature and a 0.30 stress ratio of operating to rated
voltage.

In Table 21 the specifications are grouped when both Military Standard
and Established Reliability versions are available. Base failure rates are
the same for each pair since the quality factors are used to differentiate
between different  levels of reliabil i ty within a given part type. The abbre-
viations for environments in the table are consistent with those in MIL—HDBK—
2173, except for the airborne category which has been expanded from two to
four categories to distinguish between supersonic and subsonic aircraft.
Table 21 assumes tha t the environmental factors in MIL— HDBK — 2 l7B represent
the subsonic environment.

- 
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TABLE 19

Capacitor Spec ifications to be Included in Revision to MIL—HDBK—217B

Part
Specification Style Descrlption*

Fixed Capacitors
MIL-C-5 CM Mica
M It .-C-20 CC/CCR Ceramic , Temperature Compensating , ER and Non-ER
MIL-C-25 CP Paper
M [L-C-62 CE A luminum , Dry
MIL-C-3965 CL Tanta l um , Non-Solid
MIL-C-10950 CB Mica , Button Style
MIL-C-1l015 CK Ceramic , General Purpose
MI1-C-11272 CV Glass
MIL-C-1l693 CZ l~~per , Metallized Paper, Metallized Plastic , RFI

Feed-thru , ER and Non-ER
MIL-C-12889 CA Paper, RFI Bypass
MIL-C-14l57 ~PV Paper, Paper-Plastic , ER and Non-ER
MIL-C-l8312 CH Metallized Paper, Paper-Plastic, Plastic
MIL-C-l9978 CQ/CQR Plastic , Paper-Plastic, ER and Non-ER
MIL-C-23269 CYR Glass , ER
MIL-C-39001 CMR Mica , ER
VMIL-C-39003 CSR Tantalum , Solid , ER
MIL-C-39006 CLR Tantalum , Non-Solid , ER
MIL-C-390l4 CKR Ceramic , General Purpose, ER
MIL-C-39018 CU Aluminum Oxide
MIL—C—39022 CHR Metallized Paper-Plastic , Plastic , ER
MIL-C-55514 CFR Plastic, Metallized Plastic , ER
MIL~C-8342l CRH Super-Metallized Plastic , ER
Variable Capacitors
MIL-C-8l CV Ceramic
MIL-C-92 CT Air , Trimer
MIL-C-14409 PC Piston, Tubular Trininer
MIL-C-23183 CG Vacuum or Gas, Fixed and Variable

ER refers to Established Reliability

TABLE 20

Capacitor Specifications to be Added to MIL-HDBK—217B

Speci fication Style Description

MIL-C-25 CP Fixed , Paper
MIL-C-92 CT Variable, Air , Trlnvne r
MIL-C-ll693 CZ Fixed , Paper, Metallized Pape r , Metall ized Plastic,

RFI Feed-Thru, ER + Non-ER
MIL-C-12889 CA Fixed , Paper, RFI Bypass
MIL-C-23183 CG Variable and Fixed , Vacuum or Gas
MIL-C-55514 CFR Plastic , Metallized Plastic , ER
MIL-C-83421 CR11 Super-Metallized, ER
MIL-C- 11272 CV Glass
MIL-C—l8312 CH Metallized Paper, Paper-Plastic, Pl astic
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3.2.1 Base Failure Rates

From Table 21 a comparison can be made of the recommended revision for
each capacitor base failure rate, Ab , to the existing failure rates in MIL—
HDBK—2l7B. Revisions were based upon analyses of collected field operating
data or, where insufficient data were available, upon ranking methodology.
The base failure rate for the CL/CLR style capacitors will be modified in the
total part failure rate model by the addition of a new multiplicative factor.
This factor , termed a construction factor , is discussed in section 3.2.4.1
and separates the CL/CLR style capacitors into five distinct groups.

Table 22 gives the quantitative change to be applied to the base failure
rates in MIL—HDBK—2l7B to derive the revised rates . Also given in the table
are criteria used for changing the existing failure rate. Where ranking was
the criterion used, this process was performed after all changes were deter—
mined that resulted from the data analyses. The ranking process consisted of
both mechanical and electrical engineering evaluations of the part character-
istics compared with the parts for which data were available.

In the rigid dielectric group only one specification was ranked: MIL—C—
20, Temperature Compensating Ceramic Capacitor. The base failure rate for
this capacitor was lowered as a result of the new base failure rate derived
from the data for General Purpose Ceramic Capacitors, MIL—C.-llOl5 and NIL—C—
39014. The temperature compensating capacitors have a more stable dielectric
than the general purpose types and should have a lower failure rate. There-
fore, the MIL—C—20 failure rates were reduced to keep them lower than the gen-
eral purpose ceramic part failure rates.

For the film dielectric group, six capacitor types were ranked because
of insufficient data. Five of these are new additions to the Handbook. The
CPV style (MIL—C—14157) failure rate was increased by the same factor as the
CQ/cQR styles (MIL—C- 19978). These two specifications presently use the same
base failure rate tables in MIL—HDBK—217B because of their similarities.
When the CQ/CQR failure rates were changed as a result of the data analyses,
the CPV values were likewise changed .

The CRH style capacitor (MIL—C—83421) was ranked having a lower failure
rate than the CHR style (MIL—C— 39022) . The CRH parts have a higher insulation
resist~ance that increases their reliability. This style is new and may prove
to have a lower failure rate than the CQR style. However, because of the CR11
style being new, it was ranked with a slightly higher failure rate.

The CA and CP styles (MIL—C—l2889 and MIL—C—25 respectively) were ranked
with failure rates slightly worse than the CHR capacitors. The CA and CP
styles were given the same base failure rate because both capacitors have
sea1 ed construction and similar dielectrics. The CFR style (MIL—C—555 14) was
considered similar in reliability to the CA and CP styles, except that it is
not sealed and is metallized in many versions. Therefore, the CFR was ranked
with a slightly lower reliability. The CZ style (MIL—C—l1693) was considered
to be the worst of the film dielectric capacitors since it also has metallized
versions and has a more complicated termination system than straight axial.
lead type s such as MIL—C—25. V

4 
V
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TABLE 22

Suiimzary of Reco ended Revisions to MIL-HDB&—2l7B Capacitor
Base Failure Rates

Part Type 
_______ Recoemiended Change to Criteria for

Specification Style Ab in MIL-HDBK-21 7B Determining A b
Rigid Dielectric

CYR Divide by 4.0 Data

~~~~~~~OOI 
- 

~MR Divide by 0.8 Data

MIL-C-20 CC/CCR Divide by 1.4 Ranked

Divide by 3.0 Data

MIL-C- l0950 CB No change -

Fi lm Dielectric
MIL-C-19978 CQ/CQR Divide by 0.11 Data
MIL-C-14157 CPV Divide by 0.11 Ranked
NIL-C-83421 CRH New Ranked

CHR Divide by 0.08 Data

NIL-C-12889 CA New Ranked
141L-C-25 CP flew Ranked
MIL-C-11693 CZ New Ranked
MIL-C-55514 CFR New Ranked
Electrolytic

V 

$IL C 39006 CLR Divide by 2.3 Data

MIL-C-39003 CSR Divide by 0.8 Data
NIL-C-39018 CU Divide by 1.3 Ranked
MIL-C-62 CE Divide by 1.5 Data
Variable
MIL-C-14409 PC Divide by 2.0 Ranked
MIL-C-81 CV Divide by 0.67 Data

MIL-C-92 CT New Ranked
MIL-C-23183 CG New Ranked
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The ranking process was used on only one capacitor in the fixed electro— V

lytic group : MIL—C—39018, Aluminum Oxide. This capacitor has a high per-
formance dielectric system which makes it more reliable than the dry aluminum
type, MIL—C—62. Therefore, when the dry aluminum capacitor base failure rate
was reduced as a result of data analyses , the aluminum oxide base failure
rate was also reduced.

In the variable capacitor group, only the MIL—C—81 (CV style) capacitors
had sufficient data from which to determine a base failure rate. As a result,
the other three styles were ranked in comparison to the CV style. The vari-
able piston capacitor , 141L-C—l4409, was considered to be more reliable than
the CV style because it is usually sealed and consists of an air or glass
dielectric , either of which is better than the ceramic in the CV type. The
CT style (MIL—C—92) is more prone to contamination due to its open plate con-
struction and was given a higher failure rate than the CV style.

The CC style (MIL—C—23l83) vacuum or gas variable capacitor is signif i—
cantly more complex and fragile than the other variable capacitors. The con-
struction of a typical high voltage vacuum variable capacitor consists of two
sets of concentric cylinders, one on a sliding shaft and the other fixed ,
which are enclosed in an evacuated ceramic or glass envelope with copper anodes
located at both ends. A flexible metal bellows, attached to a sliding sleeve
type bearing, maintains the vacuum while allowing the capacitance to be varied.
The linea r sliding motion required to vary capacitance is converted to rotary
tuning by a threaded shaf t .  In the variable configuration, this capacitor was
given the highest base failure rate of any capacitor. This capacitor can also
be obtained in a fixed configuration which would be more reliable than the
variable. The general failure rate model for the CG style capacitor will.
include a multiplicative factor for part conf iguration which will have a value
of 0.1 for the fixed version and 1.0 for the variable.

The general model used in MIL—HD BK—2l78 for calculating capacitor base
failure rates 

~~~ 
is:

• A + i]e 
8(T 

~:71) 
C

where:

A is an adj ustment factor for each different  type of capacitor , to
adjus t the model to the proper failure rate

S represents the ratio of operating to rated voltage

N5 
is a stress constant

e is the natural logarithm base , 2.718

T is the operating ambient temperature in degrees Centigrade
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I
NT is a temperature constant

B is a shaping parameter

C and H are acceleration constants.

The capacitor styles for which the model constants are revised are listed
with their new values in Table 23. New specifications to be added to the Hand-
book are also shown in the table. Changes were made to A , B , and NT for many
of the existing specifications based on the results of this study program . For
most parts the quantitative values of NT in MIL—HDBK—2l7B reflect the part temp-
erature at which derating begins plus 273°C. Origin of the NT values for the
other part types could not be determined. Therefore, these values were changed
to be consistent with the derivation method of the majority. The values of B
were also changed to maintain the same overall failure rate value . Multiple
entries are given in Table 23 for part types having styles with different temp-
erature limits. Where changes were recommended for the base fa ilure rates, the
adjustment factor , A , was changed .

TABLE 23

Revisions to Constants in Capacitor Base Failure Rate )~~del

Part Type Mode l Constants

Temp
Limi t A B N G N HStyle Specification (°C) I S 

—

Fixed CaDacitors

~A MIL_C_12889** 85 8.6 x 10~~ 2.5 358 18_~Q 0.4 5 V
CL MIL-C-10950 85 5.3 x 10~~ 1.2* 358* 6.3 0.4 j..
CS MIL~C_10950*~ 15O_ 5.3 x ~

p-
~ 1.2 423 6.3 0.4 __.j.

CCR MhL-C-20 85 2.6 x ~~~~ 14.3* 358* 1.0 0.3 3

CCR MIL_C_20**
__— 

125 2.6 x 10~~ 14.3 398 1.0 0.3 3V CE MIL-C-62 85 2.8 x ip 3* 4 09* 358* 5.9 0.55 ._L.
CFR MIL C~555l4** 85 9.9 x 2.5 358 18.0 0.4 5
CFR NIL_C_55514** 125 9.9 x iO~~ 2.5 398 18.0 0.4 ...i..
*p,evjsed value
~~New l ine entry
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TABLE 23 (Cont)

Part Type 
______ ______________ 

Model Constants 
______ —

Temp
Limi t A B N G N HStyle Specification (°C) I S

Fixed Capacitors (Cont)

CHR 85 6.9 x i~
-
~* 2.5 358 18.0 0.4 5

CHR ~~~~~~~~ 
125 6.9 x iO 4* 2.5 398 18.0 0.4 5

~~ 85 3.0 X i~~
4* 1.0 358 1.0 0.3 3

CKR 125 3.0 x i0~~* 1.0 398 1.0 0.3 3

CK MIL-C-11015 150 3.0 x 10~~* 1.0 423 1.0 0.3 j.
CL MIL_C_3965** 85 1.65 x 10~~ 2.6 358 9.0 0.4 3

d R  MIL- C- 39006 125 1.65 x l0~~* 2.6* 398* 9.0 0.4 3

d R  ~~~~~ 175 1.65 x 2.6 448 9.0 0.4 3

CM MIL_C_5** 70 8.60 x I0~~ 16.0 343 1.0 0.4 3
CM MIL_C_5** 85 8.60 x 10-10 16.0 358 1.0 0.4 3

dIP MIL:C~.39001 
125 8.60 x 10~~~ 16.0 398 1.0 0.4 3

CMR ~~~~~ 150 8.60 x 10~~ 16.0 423 1.0 0.4 3

CP MIL_C_25** 85 8.6 x 10~~ 2.5 358 18.0 0.4 5
V CP MIL_C_25** 125 8.6 x l0~ 2.5 398 18.0 0.4 ..j

CPV MIL-C—14157 A
CQ filL C 19*8 65 5.0 x l0~~* 2.5 338 V 18.0 0.4 5
CQR - -
CPV MIL-C-14157
CQ MI’ C 19978 85 5.0 x io 4* 2.5 358 18.0 0.4 5

V CQR ‘
~~ 

-

1’ CPV MIL-C-14157 4
C~R MIL-C-19978_ — 

125 5.0 x 10 * 2.5 398 18.0 0.4 5

*Rev i sed value V
*New line entry
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TABLE 23 (Cont)

Part Type Model Constants 
_ _ _ _ _  —

Temp
Limi t  A B N G N H

Style Specification (°C) I S

Fixed Capacitors (Conti

CQR MIL_C~19978*~ 170 5.0 x 10~~ 2 .5 443 18 .0 0.4 5

CRH MIL_C_83421** 125 5.5 x 2.5 398 18.0 0.4 ..L
MIL-C-39903 85 3.75 x io-3* 1.0* 358 9.0 0.4 3

_____ MIL_C_39003** 125 3.75 x 10~~ 1.0 398 9.0 0.4 ••j
CU MIL-C-39018 125 2.54 x 10 3* 5.09* 398* 5.0 0.5 ...L
CYR ~ft:~~~** 125 8.25 x ~~~~ 16.0 398 1.0 0.5 4

CV MIL_C_11272** 200 8.25 x 10 10 16.0 473 1.0 0.5 ...j...
CZ MIL_C_11693** 85 1.15 x 10~~ 2.5 358 18.0 0.4 5

CZ MIL_C_11693** 125 1.15 x 10~~ 2.5 398 18.0 0.4 5

CZ MIL_C_11693** 150 1.15 x 10~~ 2.5 423 18.0 0.4 j

Variable Capacitors
CG MIL_C_23183** 85 1.12 x l0

_2 
1.59 358 10.1 0.17 3

_ _ _ _ _  

MIL_C_23183** 100 1.12 x 10
_2 

1.59 373 10.1 0. 17 3
CT MIL_C_92** 85 1.92 x io

.6 10.8 358 1.0 0.33 .j
CV MIL-C-81 85 2.24 x 1 .59* 358* 10.1 0.17 V

CV MLL_C_81** 125 2.24 x 10~~ 1.59 398 10.L 0.17 ~
PC MIL_C_ 14409** 125 7.3 x 10~~ 12.1 398 1.0 0.33 3
PC MIL-C-14409 150 7.3 x io 7* 12.1* 423* 1.0 0.33 j....

* Rev i sed va l ue
** New line entry
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3.2.2 Environmental Factors

Sufficient data were collected for the quantitative evaluation of environ-
mental effects for five environments : ground fixed (GF), airborne inhabited
(A1), naval sheltered (N5), naval unsheltered (N jj) and ground mobile (GM).
The majority of changes were made to the CF and N~ environments. As with the
resistors , the airborne environment was expanded to separate the effects of
supersonic and subsonic aircraft. The recommended factors for all part types
are shown in Table 21 along with the values presently in MIL—HDBK—217B.

Using the same rationale described in the resistor environmental factor
section , the CF factors for all fixed capacitors were given a value of 2.
This was not a great change for any part types as most factors were already 2
and the highest factor was 4.

The environmental factor for ground benign (GB) remained at 1.0 for all
part types. One variable capacitor , MIL—C—14409, previously had a GB factor
of 0.1. This was changed to 1.0 to be consistent with the other part types.
The other factors for this particular capacitor were also changed to be in
the right perspective with the factors for MIL—C--8l, the other variable
capacitor given in MIL—HDBK—2l7B.

As was the case for resistors , the NS environment including submarine
data was lowered for many part types. Only one part type , MIL—C—l0950 (button
mica) had sufficient data in the Nu environment to justify a change. The N~factor for this part type was lowered from 17.5 to 13.

As a result of the data collected , the subsonic airborne inhabited (ALT)environmental factors were changed for three part types . The factor for
ceramic capacitors , CK/CKR styles, was increased from 4 to 12, and the solid
tantalum capacitor (CSR style) factor was also increa~Ved from 4 to 8.5. The
data on non—solid tantalum capacitors (CL/CLR styles) also indicated that
their A lT factor should be increased . This reinforces other findings for this
part such as those in Reference 7 which indicate these capacitors are subject
to internal lead breakage in high random vibration environments. Therefore,
the A LT factor for CL/CLR parts was increased from 6 to 15.

The airborne supersonic factors for both inhabited and uninhabited (AIF)
and AIJF respectively) environments were obtained by multiplying their respec-
tive subsonic factors by 2. The resistor section (3.1.2) gives the data and
references from which this value of 2 was determined.

The data for CL/CLR style capacitors also indicated that the MIL—HDBK—
V 

217B GM factor should be Increased , but not as high as AlT. This factor was
changed to 12 from the original value of 6.

Reference 7. Dalton , Robert P., ‘~Jsage Constraints for Tantalum Foil Capac-
itors ,” Evaluation Engineering, March—April 1977.
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Insufficient data were collected in the airborne uninhabited and missile
launch environments to justify any revisions . Therefore , the factors given
in MIL—HDBK—217B were retained .

The factors for the new specifications were based primarily upon the
factors given for similar part types in MIL—HDBK—217B. The CR11 style factors
were considered to be the same as those for the CuR type. The new film di-
electric styles (CA, CP , CZ , and CFR) were considered to be similar to the
CQR style except worse in dynamic environments. The CFR style is also more
susceptible to humidity problems since it is not hermetically sealed. The
new variable capacitors were considared to be similar to the CV style except
for the CG part type, which is more failure prone in dynamic environments
and was given higher factors .
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p 3.2.3 Quality Factors

Analysis of the data indicated that ~hanges should be made to some of the
quality factors. All changes except one related to the Military Standard
(non—ER) grade and the L level of tha Established Reliability (ER) grade.
The one exception was the elimination of the Upper grade on all non—ER
specifications because of the lack of a clear definition for this category.
The specifications with revised quality factors are listed in Table 24. The
factors for three groups of parts are based upon data collected : CY/CYR ,
CK/CKR, and CL/CLR. The other changes were made as a result of analyzing the
group inspection tests given in the individual specifications.

TABLE 24 
V

Quality Factor Revisions for MIL—HDBK—2l7B

Part’ Type 
0 

Qualit y_Level s
Specification Style Non-ER L N P R S I

MIL-C-11272 (Non-ER) CV k
MIL-C-23269 (ER) CYR ~ ~ 3 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.03 -

MIL-C-5 (Non-ER) CM
MIL-C-39001 (ER) CMR 3* 1.5 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.03 0.01

MIL-C-20 (Non-ER and ER) CC/CCR 3 - 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.03 -
MIL-C-l 1015 (Non-ER) CK
MIL-C-39014 (ER) . CKR 3 3 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.03 -

MFL-C-1 9978 (Non-ER and ER) CQ/CQR 10 3 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.03 -

MIL-C-14157 (ER) CPV - - 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.03 -

MIL-C-18312 (Non-ER) CH k
MIL-C-39022 (ER) CHR 3 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.03 -

?IIL-C-83421 (ER) CRH - - 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.03 -

MIL-C-55514 (ER) CFR - - 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.03 -

NIL-C-11693 (Non-ER and ER) CZ 3 - 1.0 - - - -
MIL-C-3965 (Non-ER) CL
MIL-C-39006 (ER ) CLR 3 1.5 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.03 -

*For MIL-C-5: Dipped = 3
Molded = 6

The highest factor , 10, given in Table 24 is for MIL—C—19978 (CQ style)
capacitors. This is the same factor given in MIL—BDBK—2l7B since no juatif i—
cation could be found for changing it. An examination of the group inspection
tests for MIL—C—19978 indicates that there is a significant difference between
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the ER and non—ER quali ty levels , a f i nding which suppo r ts the Handboo k value.
A summary of the group inspection tests for this specification is given in
Table 25 which shows the testing philosophy for each quality level , i.e.,
whether no testing, sampling tests, or 100 percent of the parts are tested.
As indicated by the table, there is no accelerated burn—in for non—ER parts,
while 100 percent of the level M ER parts are burned—in . Also , only sampling
tests are performed at the non—ER level for seal, insulation resistance,
temperature cycling, and three other tests , while 100 percent of the parts
are subjected to these tests at the ER level. There are other variations
between some of the tests in Table 25, such as different AQL levels and
sample size. To maintain simplicity these variations are not given in the
table, although they were considered in the analyses. This simplification
also applies to the other tables in this section which present similar data.

TABLE 25

Group Inspection Tests versus Quality Levels for
MIL—C—19978 (CQ/CQR) Capacitors

Quality Levels (MIL-C-19978)

Inspection Tests Non-ER L M PRS

Group A Inspection :

Burn-In (Accelerated) None Sample 100% 100%

Radiographic None lone None 100%
Temperature Cycling Sample 100% 100% 100%
Seal Sample 100% 100% 100%

Dielectric Withstanding Voltage Sample 100% 100% 100%
Insulation Resistance Sample 100% 100% 100%
Capacitance Sample 100% 100% 100%
Dissipation Factor Sample 100% 100% 100%
Visual and Mechanical (external) Sample Sample Sample Sample

V Group B Inspection :
Subgrou p 1* Samp le Sample Sample Sampl e
Life (240 hrs) Sample Sample Sample Sample
Ex tended Life (5 760 hrs )  None Samp le None None

Group C Inspec t ion :

Subgroups l _4* Sample Sample Sample Sample
Res i stance to Solvents None Sample Sampl e Sample
Resistance to Soldering Heat None Sample Sample Sample

*These tests are similar for all quality levels
V o,t
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The L level factor for MIL—C—19978 (CQR style) was changed to 3 from 1.5
for two reasons, the burn—in and X—ray tests. Only a sample of the L level
parts are burned—in versus 100 percent of the other ER level parts. In addi-
tion , no X—ray is done at the L level , while the P, R, and S levels are 100
pe rcent X— rayed .  No X—ray test is performed on any M level parts. This
specification and only one other examined showed a significant difference in
testing between the M level and other ER level parts. The other specifica-
tion was MIL—C--39003 (CSR style) which also X—rayed only the P, R, and S
levels.

A quality factor of 7 was given to the MIL—C—183l2 (CH style) capacitors.
An evaluation of the group inspection tests shown in Table 26 indicates signif-
icant differences in X—ray , temperature cycling, and several other tests be-
tween CH and CHR styles (MIL—C—39022). However , since there was no burn—in
test at any quality level, the difference between non—ER and ER should not be
as wide as that given for MIL—C—19978. Therefore, a value of 7 was given to
this quality level . The L level was changed from 1.5 to 3 by using the same
reasoning given for MIL—C—l9978.

The factor of 3 determined for ceramic capacitors (CK style) was based
upon analyses of collected data. However, an examination of the group inspec-
tion tests in Table 27 supports the data results. The major differences are
in thermal shock and the group B and C life tests. The other tests are quite
similar; in fact, some sampling tests performed at the non—ER level are not
performed at all on ER parts such as dielectric withstanding voltage and
capacitance. Therefore, the factor should be much lower than the values for

V 
the CQ and CH style capacitors. The non—ER and ER level L parts were given
the same facto r because of the similarities in their group inspection tests.

The other revisions given in Table 24 were based upon similar evaluations
of the group inspection tests. Where onl y small differences between the L
and N level tests were indicated , the factor of 1.5 given in MIL—HDBK—2l7B

V Was retained.

An addit ional ER qua l i ty level has been included in Table 24. The mica
capacitor specification (MIL—C—39001) includes the T level which is a lower
failure rate level than S. The same relative ratio between the M, P, R, and
S levels was maintained in determining the T factor.

No changes have been made to the M, P, R, or S quality levels for any
of the part types. A large quantity of data is required at these high relia-
bility levels in order to generate realistic failure rates. Only two part
types had data at the S level which~ included failures. Ceramic capacitors
(MIL—C—39014) had three failures at the S level in the GB environment, and
non—solid tantalum capacitors (MIL—C—39006) had one failure in the same
environment. Neither part type had sufficient data at any other quality grade
in the GB environment to allow direct comparisons to be made. Therefore, a
rough comparison of the S level to the Military Standard level was made by
normalizing the C8 data to other environments. The results indicated that
the relative difference between S level and the Military Standard level may
be closer to 10 to 1 for these two part types than the 100 to 1 factor given
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p_ in Table 24. However, definite conclusions cannot be drawn from such insuf-
ficient data, and further study should be done in this area before any changes
are made to the Handbook. More data at the higher quality levels need to be
accumulated and analyzed.

TABLE 26

Group Inspection Tests versus Quality Levels for MIL—C—183l2 (CH)
and MIL—C-39022 (CHR) Capacitors

_________ 

Quality Level s

Inspection Tests Non-ER L MPRS

Group A Inspection :

Radiographic None Sample 100%

Temperature Cycling None Sample 100%

Seal Sample Sample 100%
Dielectric Withstanding Voltage Sample Sample 100%

Insulation Resistance Samp le Sample 100%
Capacitance Sample Sample 100%
Oissfpation Factor Sample Sample 100%
Visual and Mechanical (external ) Sample Sample Sample

Group B Inspection :

Insulation Resistance Sample Sample None
Barometric Pressure Sample Sample None
Life Sampl e Sample None V

(250 hrs ) (2 ,000 hrs )
Group C Inspection :

Subgroups lA_ 1 D* None Sample Sample
Subgroups l_3* Sample None None
Barometric Pressure None None Sample
Life Samp l e None Sampl e

(750 hrs )  (2 ,000 hrs)
• InsulatIon Resistance None None Sample

*These are similar tests for the ER and Non-ER l evels
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TABLE 27

Group Inspection Tests versus Quality Levels for MIL—C—llOl5 (CK)
and MIL—C—390 14 (CKR ) Capacitors

Quality Levels

Inspection Tests Non-ER L MPRS

Group A Inspection :
Radiographic None None 100% (S level

only, selec ted
styles)

Thermal Shock and Voltage None None 100%
Conditioning
Therma l Shoc k None Samp l e None
V i sua l and Mechan ica l (external )  Sampl e Sampl e Sampl e
Sea l (selec ted styles) Samp le Sampl e None
Dielectric Withstanding Vo1tage Sample None None
Insulation Resistance Sample None None
Capac itance Sample None None
D i ss ipation Fac tor Sample None None

Group B Ins pection :
Vol tage - Temperature Limits Sample None None
Life Sample Sample None

(250 hrs) (250 hrs)
Group C Ins pection:

Li fe Sample None Sample
(2,000 hrs) (4,000 hrs)

Other Tests* Sample Sample Sample

*These tests are similar for all quality levels
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3.2.4 Additional Revisions and Analyses

3.2.4.1 Non—Solid Tantalum Capacitors

In addition to the revisions in the base failure rate and environmental
factors, a new factor for construction is recommended for the non—solid tan-
talum capacitor (MIL—C—3965 and MIL—C—39 006) fa ilure  rate model. Package
and internal construction techniques vary significantly among the different
types of capacitors included in these two specifications. The anode element
can consist of etched or plain tantalum foil or a sinterered tantalum slug.
The case may be hermetic or nonhermetic and be made from tantalum, silver,
or some other corrosion—resisting metal. The electrolyte can be either
liquid , jell, or paste.

Since all variations in the construction and materials used in these
capacitors can have a significant effect upon reliability , it did not seem
logical to have only one failure rate to cover the different part variations.
In order to improve the reliability prediction accuracy , a construction factor
has been added to the existing failure rate model for these parts. The nomen-
clature and quantitative values associated with this factor are given in
Table 28.

To avoid making the construction factor too complex for practical usage,
only the primary variations in part types were considered. The hermetically
sealed foil types were taken as a standard and given a value of 1.0 because
most of the collected data fell into this category. The other factors were
based upon qualitative analyses. The all—tantalum version was considered to
be significantly better  than the others because it eliminates metal migration
problems.
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TABLE 28y
MIL— C—3965/MIL-C-390 06 Construction Factor

Construction Type

Slug , All Tantalum 0.3
Foil , Hermetlc * 1.0
Slug, Hermetlc * 2.0
Fo i l , Non_Hermetlc* 2. 5
Slug, Non_Hermetlc* 3.0

*Type of seal identified as follows :

1 MIL-C-3965 (CL) - Note last letter
in part number:
C = Hermetic
E = Non-Hermetic
Example: CL1OBC700TPG is hermetic

2 MIL-C-39006 (CLR) - Consult
Individual part specification
sheet (s las h sheet)

Note:
Foil Types - CL 20, 21 , 22, 23, 30, 31 ,

32, 33, 51 , 52 , 53, 54, 70,
71 , 72, 73
CLR 25, 27, 35, 37, 53, 71 ,
73

Slug Types - CL 10, 13 , 14, 16, 17 , 18,
V 

55, 56, 66, 67
CLR 10, 14, 17 , 65, 69, 89

All Tantalum - CLR 79
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.2.4.2 Capacitance Factor
1

V 
A new factor , ir~~, which varies as a function of the par t capacitance

value, has been developed for the fixed capacitors. This is not a totally
new factor to MIL—HDBK—2l7B as MIL—C—23269 (glass capacitors) presently
has a wcv factor in its model. The need for this factor for all fixed
capacitors was determined after researching the subject in literature and
direct contact with manufacturers and contractors. Results indicated that the
higher capacitance devices failed more frequently, a logical result con-
sidering that dielectric breakdown is one of the primary causes of capaci-
tor failure. As the capacitance value increases, the dielectric area also
increase8, thereby enhancing the probability of dielectric failure. In
addition to the increase in dielectric area, the thickness of the dielectric
is reduced in some types of capacitors after the capacitance increases to
certain levels, making the part more vulnerable to punch—through failures.
Vendors try to offset the increased probability of shorts caused by higher
capacitance by use of different design techniques such as a thicker separa-
tion between the foils in foil type capacitors. However, the fact remains
that since reliability is affected by capacitance value, this should be
considered in the failure rate models.

Once the need for a capacitance factor was established, it was nec-
essary to determine the magnitude of the factor. Some sources contacted
felt that failure rate should vary directly with the increase in dielectric
area, i.e., if the area increased by a factor of 1000, so would the failure
rate. However , some capacitor failure modes, such as dissipation factor
and capacitance change, are not significantly affected by capacitance rat-
ing. In fact, opens are actually more likely to occur in some small pack-
age (low capacitance) devices because the end terminations are more fragile
than in larger packages. Therefore, it was decided that one order of mag-
nitude variation in failure rate from the lowest capacitance value to the
highest value for a given part type would be more realistic.

The range of one order of magnitude was established to represent the
worst case situation. Since some types of capacitors are more susceptible
to failure than others, the 1T~~~ range should vary significantly between
part types. In order to rank the part types by the relative percentage
of failures caused by dielectric problems ver sus other causes , all avail-
able capacitor failure mode information was researched. The CIDEP ALERT
data file was used as a primary source for this type of data. The results
of this effort  are presented in Table 29. Also given in the table are the
resulting maximui~ ranges for wcv established for each part class.

The worst case value of 10 was applied to the aluminum electrolytic
capacitors for which about 75 percen t of the failures were dielectric prob—
leins. The lowest range of 2 was assigned to the nonsolid tantalum (CL/CLR
sty le) capacitor s that had no dielec tric problems in the data analyzed . It
was felt that , with more data , the relative pc.rcentage for CL/CLR capaci-
tors would still be less than 20 percent. This is in agreement with the
industry contacts who were of the opinion that open failures in the lower
capacitance packages of this style tended to offset  the increased shorts
in the larger packages. Leakage is the biggest problem with this capacitor
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V TABLE 29

~cv Ranges Resulting from Percent Dielectric Problems

%Fa il ures R *

Capacitor Sty le/ Family by Diel ectric ~CV ange

Al umi num Electrolytic (CE/CU) 75 10.0

Sol id Tantalum (CSR) 50 5.0
Rigid Diel ectric Family 50 5.0
Film Dielectric Family 20 2.5
Nonsolid Tantalum (CL/CLR) 0 2.0

*Ratio of the highest to the lowest factor used for each
part style.

style. Data on CK style capacitors were assumed to be representative of
all rigid dielectric capacitors. In a like manner, data results for CQ
and CHR style capacitors were extended to include all film dielectric
capacitors.

The range of minimum to maximum capacitance for the various par k
types varies considerably as shown in Table 30. The lowest capacitance
is the 0.1 pF for the CC/CCR style ceramic capacitors while the highest
is 220 ,000 ~F for the CU style aluminum electrolytics. These capacitance
values were obtained from the individual slash sheets for each appropriate
specification.

The next task was to define a relationship between capacitance and
w~~. It was decided that n~~ should have a value of 1.0 somewhere between
the mid—point and the lower end of the capacitance spectrum for each part
type , since the failure rates were based upon data clustered at that end
of the spectrum. Therefore , for a given par t type, 5cv would have a value
less than 1.0 at the low end of the capacitance range and be greater than
1.0 at the high end.

The method utilized to assign values to as a function of capaci-
tance was based upon a logaritluic relationship as shown in Figure 1, where
it appears linear in a logaritluic representation. The example shown in
Figure 1 represents the relationship derived for CU style (MIL—C—390l8 )
capacitors. The general equation for this function is of the form :

m1TCV - AC

where: A — Value of 1T~~~ at C — 1.0

C — Capacitance

a — Slope of the function.
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TABLE 30

Range of Maximum and Minimum Capacitance

Sty le Specification Cmin ~~~

CA MIL-C-l2889 0.01 pF 0.5 ~F

CB MIL-C-10950 5.0 pF 5,100.0 pF
CC/CCR MIL-C-20 0.1 pF 100,000.0 pF

CE MIL-C-62 1.0 ~F 150 ,000.0 ~j F
CFR MIL-C-555l4 0.001 ,.aF 50.0 lIF
CH MIL-C-l83l 2 0.001 iiF 22.0 ~FCHR MIL-C-39022

CX MIL-C-l1015 2.2 pF 3.3 i~FCKR MIL-C-390l4
CL MIL-C-3965 0.1 ~iF 3,500.0 uF
CLR MIL-C-39006

CM MIL-C- 5 1.0 pF 100,000.0 pF
CMR MIL-C-39001
CP MIL-C-25 0.001 ~F 16.0 ~F
CPV MIL-C-14157 0.001 pF 1.0 ~F
CQ/CQR MIL-C-19978 0.0001 ~F 15.0 uF
CRH MIL-C-83421 0.001 ~F 22.0 ~F
CSR MIL-C-39003 0.001 pF l ,000.OuF
CU MIL-C-390l8 0.68 i~F 220,000.0 ~iF
CV MIL-C-11272 0.1 pE 10,000.0 pF

V CYR MIL-C-23269
CZ MIL-C-ll693 0.001 iF 2.0 ~F

Use of this equation assigns the value, it~~~~ 1.0, to the logarithmic
mid—point of the capacitance range which is between the mid—point and
minimum value on a rectangular scale. The values of m and A must be deter-
mined for each capacitor type, depending upon the capacitance range and

7 the 
~cv range given in Table 29.( The value of m can be calculated by using the equation for slope:

log ir cv ~max) - 
log 

~ CV (mm)V m a s l o p e~~ 1 
. 

Vog (max) — 0~ (m m )
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The values for maximum and minimum capacitance (C( 
~ 

and C~ ~ ~
) can be

obtained from Table 30. This equation can be fur~~~~ simp lit~ e~ by def in—
ing the following relationship:

N — 
1TCV (ma)
lT~~, (mm )

where N — values in Table 29.

Using this relationship, the numerator of the equation for m can be simpli—
fled in the following manner:

it CV (max)log 1TCV (ma 
~ 

- log 1TCV(min) — log 
‘TCV (min) 

- log N.

The equation for the slope, in , then becomes:

— 
log N

m log C  —log C(max ) (mm )

In order to evenly spread the values of 7r~~ around the value of 1.0,
the following relationship was def ined :

1
1tCV( i ) — 

1TC V ( )

Using this relat ionship in conjunction with that defined for N , the values
for the highest and lowest factors (itC V m a x  and 

~CV (min)~ 
can be

V obtained:

1tC V ( a )  =

1 .1tCV (min)

At the minimum capacitance value, C(min), for any given part type, the
capacitance factor is also at its lowest value , 1TC V ( i )~ 

Therefore , using
this relat ionship, the value of A can be determined:

V irCV~~~AC

A - —
Ctm ,

A — 

1TCV (min)

mm

1A-
~i (C

(1))
m
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To suimnarize, the method for calculating the values for the capaci-
tance factor, it~~1,,, 

is to solve the following equation:

UI
— AC

1where: A =

C — capacitance value

log N
log C — log C(max) (mm )

N — Values in Table 29.

Using this proc’~dure, values for WCV have been calculated for all fixed
capacitors except the CA style (MIL—C—l2889). As evidenced by the values
in Table 30, the capacitance range for CA capacitors was too small to
consider a 1TCV factor. Values for ltCV in intervals of 0.1 are shown in
Table 31 for all other fixed capacitors.
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3.2.4.3 Capacitor Ripple Current

This section deals with the effects of ripple on capacitor failure rates.
The effect of ripple on capacitor temperature was studied in particular and it
was determined that temperature rise can be significant. Methods were sought
to quantify this heat rise for inclusion in the Handbook.

3.2.4.3.1 Effects of Ripple Current

Ripple current effects influence reliability in capacitors to varying
degrees depending on the capacitor type. Ripple can influence capacitor reli-
ability in two ways, namely, 1) by the internal heat generated as a result of
the losses in the capacitor, and 2) by the ripple voltage which is superimposed
on any dc voltage present and therefore is a component of the applied operating
voltage .

The amoun t of heat generated in a capacitor by the applied ac component
is a result of the current flowing through the equi~ialent series resistance(ESR) of tha t capacitor. The heat generated is equal to the value of the ESR
times the square of the current. The current is determined by the voltage
applied ( i ts frequency and amplitude) and the impedance of the capacitor.

A capacitor is often represented by its equivalent circuit (Figure 2) .
The impedance of a capacitor is:

+ (X.L — xc)
2

where

R is the ESR

is the inductive reactance (arising from leads, plates, etc.)

XC 
is the capacitive reactance.

C = CAPACITANCE
= SERIES RESISTANCE (LEADS , PLATES , ELECTRICA L

INTERFACES)
L = INDUCTANCE (LEADS, PLATES, ETC.)

R PARALLEL RESISTANCE (LEA KAGE CURRENT, DIELECTRICP ABSORPTION , INSULATION RESISTANCE)

Figure 2. Typical Capacitor Equivalent Circuit
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The ESR is a function of frequency and temperature. It arises from such
sources as dielectric losses, resistance of connections and conductors, plate
or foil resistance, i.e. ,both the R~ and Rs elements in the equivalent circuit.

The losses in a capacitor are represented by dissipation factor (DF) and
power factor (PF). These factors are defined in terms of the loss angle, 6,
which is the deviation 4 n the phase angle between current and voltage from the
ideal of 90 degrees , and are the result of the ESR. The power factor is a con-
venient means of describing the proportion of ESR to total impedance.

For purposes of this discussion capacitors will be classified in three
main groups :

1 Rigid dielectric , including CMR, CKR, CYR , CCR , etc .
2 Film/paper , including CQR, CPV , CFR, CHR , etc.
3 Electrolytic, including aluminum and tantalum (CE, CU, CLR, CSR)

These groups divide the capacitors into similar dielectric types.

Capacitors of the rigid dielectric type are characterized by low power
factor. This, together with relatively low capacitance compared to the other
types, results in these capacitor types being voltage limited at lower fre-
quencies rather than limited by internal heating. Although current is a
limiting factor at very high frequencies for these devices, they are not dis-
cussed further in regard to ripple effects. The present treatment of these
rigid dielectric types in the Handbook seems complete and requires no additional
factors or methods to account for ac voltage.

Capacitors of the other two types, the electrolytic and film/paper groups,
exhibit significant temperature rise due to ripple current at much lower fre-
quencies. Methods for determining the temperature rise for these two capacitor
types were investigated .

~The existing methods for handling ripple effects in MIL—HDBK—217B and
possible improvements to those methods are addressed in section 3.2.4.3.2,
followed by discussion of a new approach investigated for determining the
effects of ripple.

3.2.4.3.2 Methods for Calculation

Effective Tem perature Method (MIL—HDBK—217B)

The effect of ripple on capacitor reliability is presently accounted for
V in MIL—HDBK—217 two ways. First, the ripple voltage is included with the volt-

age used to determine S, the measure of electrical stress. Additionally , for
some capacitor ityles (CQ, CQR, CHR, CFV) , the ripple voltage is used to de—
tennine a t~t temperature rise. This rise is caused by internal heating and

4 is added to the ambient temperature to arrive at an effective temperature.
This effective temperature is then used in determining Ab , the Lase failure
rate for the capacitor. The only capacitor types for which this ~t method
is presently included are the film/paper types.

Two figures in MIL—HDBK—217B refer to ripple effects ‘n teuperature. These
figures are reproduced herein as Figures 3 and 4.
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Figure 3. Equivalent Temperature Increase for Effects of AC or Pulses for
Paper and Plastic Film Capacitors (Applicable to MIL—C-.l4l57 and MIL—C—19978,

Chars. E, K, M and Q; MIL—C—39022 all styles)

I

SC VOLtAGE

Figure 4. Basic Restriction on Use of Paper and Plastic Film Capacitors in
AC Applications (Applicable only to MIL—C—14157 and MIL—C—19978,

Cha rs. E, K, M and Q; 141L—C—39022 all styles)
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Figure 3 (Figure 2 .6.1—1 in MIL—HDBK—2 l7B ) is a plot which allows deter—
aination of the temperature rise in the indicated capacitor types as a function
of frequency and ac voltage. This figure should be eliminated because it can
give misleading information, as determined from a study of the effects of rip—
pie voltage on the capacitor types represented by the figures. These types are
CPV , CQ, CQR and CHR.

The appropriate part specifications and MIL—STD—l98C (Reference 8) give
specific ac voltage limits on these capacitors. For example , for the CQ, CQR,
and CPV styles, the peak ac voltage is limited to 20 percent of the dc voltage
rating at 60 Hz, 15 percent of the dc rating at 120 Hz, and 1 percent at 10
kHz. If these points were converted to rms ac voltage and plotted on Figure 3,
it would be observed that all are below and to the left of the 0°C temperature
rise line. This would imply that no temperature rise c~ ild occur in these
capacitors when used within their ratings. This, of course, is not true.

Figure 4 (Figure 2.6.1—2 in MIL—HDBK—217B) attempts to show the limits on
ac voltage as a function of dc voltage rating for paper and plastic film capa-
citors. It is recoimnended that this figure be eliminated from the Handbook
for the following reasons:

1 No information obtained from this chart is necessary in the reliability
calculation

2 The figure does not take frequency effects into consideration

3 The limits shown on the figure do not reflect the actual limitations
of the capacitor types represented.

The problems ar ising from the two figures taken from the Handbook are
apparent in the failure rate calculation example for a CQ capacitor given in
the Handbook on page 2.6.9—1. The capacitor in the example is a CQO9A1KE153K3,
operating in 55°C ambient with 200 Vdc applied and 50V rms ac at 1000 Hz ripple.
These operating conditions look reasonable from the two figures under discus-
sion. The ac voltage limitation for this 400 Vdc rated capacitor appears to
be around 270 volts ac peak from Figure 4. This is clearly greater than the
70.7V peak that is applied in the example (50 Vrms). In step 4 of the example,
the rma ac percent of rated dc voltage is calculated (12.5 percent) and used
with the 1000 Hz frequency to obtain the temperature rise (from Figure 3) of
20°C. Reference to the specification, however , shows that the true limit on
peak ac voltage is close to 4 percent of the dc voltage rating for the 1000 Hz
ac frequency in this example. This is 0.04 x 400 volts 16 volts ac peak, or
11.3 volts ac rms . Obviously the capacitor is over—stressed at 50 volt ac rms,

V but this i~ not indicated by Figure 4.

A problem was also found to exist when applying the two figures to the
V CHR style capacitor (MIL—C—39022). The problem becomes apparent by comparing

the temperature rise results using the two Handbook figures with results ob-
tained using a formula from MIL—STD--l98C to calculate temperature rise.

8. “Military Standard Capacitors , Selection and Use of ,” MIL—STD—l9 8C ,
U.S. Army Electronics Coimnand , 16 August 1974.
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Effective Temperature Method (MIL—STD—l98)

In MIL—STD—l98C the limit of ac voltage that can be applied to CHR style
cap~cltors is given by a formula involving the frequency , ambient temperature,
and physical capacitor characteristics including capacitance and case area.
This is given as:

l IT -T\ Ae
v J \... dc /
P V irfCD

where:

VP is the maximum peak ac voltage

T
d 

is the maximum rated temperature

A is the area of the case

I is the frequency

C is the capacitance

e and D are treated as constants for convection coefficient and dissi-
pation factor (D is not a constant in the true sense, but its variations are
small compared to the effects of C, f, and A).

A further limitation is that the ac peak voltage must not exceed 20 per-
cent of the rated dc voltage, but the first limit is the one related to
temperature i~ise effects of ripple. The (T

d 
— T) factor is the difference

between ambient and maximum temperature and ~an be interpreted as the allow-
able ~T due to ac voltage application. The equation can be solved for this
t~T giving :

V1,
2i~ fCD
Ae

V or

t~T - (v~)2 (f)  (~) (i~~)
which shows that the temperature rise is proportional to the square of the ac
voltage applied , the frequency, and C/A which is the ratio of capacitance to
case area for the particular capacitor. irD/e is a constant term, so t~T is a
function of Vp, f , and C/A.

When the results obtained by using thi s formula for calculating t~T are
compared to the results obtained by using the two figures in MIL—HDEI(—2l7B,
the problem associated with the Handbook figures are evident . This can be
illustrated by an example where temperature rise is calculated for two CHR19
capacitors with the same dc voltage rating (200 Vdc), but with different case
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sizes and capacitance values. Calculating the C/A of the first capacitor which
has a capacitance of 0.1 iS:

C 0.1 2
A 

— 
n(l.125)(0.3l2) 

— 0.09 pF/in

Similarly, the C/A value for the other capacitor which has a capacitance of
8.2 ~F is:

C 8.2 2
— 
iT(2.625)(l) 

= 1.0 iS/in

Since ~T is proportional to the C/A factor and there is a greater than 10:1
difference in C/A for the two capacitors, then if both capacitors are applied
with the same ripple voltage and frequency, the 8.2 ijF capacitor will have
more than 10 times the temperature rise of the 0.1 I..S capacitor. If the 1T
is determined by using the curves shown in Figures 3 and 4 (taken from MIL—
HDBK—217B), the temperature rise for the two capacitors would be equal.

The method using the formula for ~T, then, gives much more meaningful
results than the f i gures in the Handbook at present , but requires the inclu-
sion of much more data from the specification slash sheets.

For a particular C/A, it would be possible to plot ~T against Vp and
obtain a family of curves, wherein the different curves represent different
frequencies. But~ C/A varies greatly, even within part type. For example,
C/A variations on the order of 100:1 can be found in the CHR part type. This
would imply the necessity of a great number of the L~T versus Vp families for
the different C/A values.

A more reasonable approach than the inclusion of so many curve families
would be to use the formula for ~T. For the CHR capacitor style, this would
necessitate the inclusion in the Handbook of tables of C/A values for each

V capacitor covered by each slash sheet in the specification, or would require
a reference to the specification to determine the value of A, which would have
to be calculated from length and diameter data given in the slash sheets and

V 
converted to the desired units.

From a study of the literature, consultation with components experts, and
discussions with manufacturers, it is believed that the same formula can be
applied to other capacitor types of similar construction. These include the
CQ/CQR and CPV styles which are currently included in the MIL-HDBK-2l7B Fig-

V 
ures 2.6.1—1 and 2.6.1—2. This is due to the similarity in constants for dis-
sipation factor and the mechanisms through which internal heat is conducted
through the foils or metallized film to the case and carried away by convection.
This would mean the inclusion of still more pages of area data for these capa-
citor types.

V . The possibility of including the data for film/paper capacitors necessary V

for ~T calculations was examined and found to be impractical. To illustrate
the impracticality of this approach , the information required from only one
slash sheet of MIL—C—39022(/5) to perform the liT calculations is shown in Table
32. Similar information from all other slash sheets would have to be deter—
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mined and the same process would have to be performed for each other capacitor
style using this method for calculating AT.
Simi larly, the C/A value for the other capacitor which has a capacitance of
8.2 ~iF is:

C 8.2 2
A 

= i r(2 .62 5) ( l )  — 1.0 pF/ln

Since AT is proportional to the C/A factor and there is a greater than 10:1
difference in C/A for the two capacitors, then if both capacitors are applied
with the same ripple voltage and frequency , the 8.2 i’F capacitor will have
more than 10 times the temperature rise of the 0.1 pF capacitor. If the AT
is determined by using the curves shown in Figures 3 and 4 (taken from MIL—
HDBK—2178), the temperature rise for the two capacitors would be equal.

The method using the formula for AT, then, gives much more meaningful
results than the figures in the Handbook at present, but requires the inclu-
sion of much more data from the specification slash sheets.

For a particular C/A , it would be possible to plot liT against V5 and
obtain a family of curves, wherein the different curves represent di!ferent
frequencies. But C/A varies greatly , even within part type. For example,
C/A variations on the order of 100:1 can be found in the CHR part type. This
would imply the necessity of a great number of the AT versus V~, families for
the different C/A values.

An alternate approach to the inclusion of so many curve families would
be to use the formula for AT. From a study of the literature, consultation
with components experts, and discussions with manufacturers, it is believed
that the same formola can be applied to other capacitor types of similar con-
struction. These include the CQ/CQR and CPV styles which are currently included V

in the MIL—HDBK—2l7B Figures 2.6.1—1 and 2.6.1—2. This is due to the similarity
in constants for dissipation factor and the mechanisms through which internal
heat is conducted through the foils or metallized film to the case and carried
away by convection.

For the CHR capacitor style, use of the formula would necessitate the
inclusion in the Handbook of tables of C/A values for each capacitor covered
by each slash sheet in the specif ication, or would require a reference to the
specif ication to determine the value of A, which would have to be calculated
from length and diameter data given in the slash sheets and conver ted to the
desired units.

The possibility of including in MIL—HDBK—217B the data for CHR style as
well as other film/paper capacitors necessary for AT calculations was examined
and found to be impractical. To illustrate the impracticality of this approach,
the information required from only one slash sheet of the CHR style (MIL—C—
39022/5) to perform the AT calculations is shown in Table 32. Similar infor— V

mation from all other slash sheets would have to be determined and the same
process would have to be performed for each other capacito: style using this
method for calculating AT.
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TABLE 32

Data Required to Calculate Ripp le Peat Rise
for MIL—C—39 022/5 (C11R59)

Capacitance DC Rated Ckt Area
( i iF) Vo l tage Diagram (cm 2)

0.010 200 1 2.66 3.93 x 10~~
0.010 200 3 2.44 4.29 x 10~~
0.012 200 1 2.96 4.24 x
0.012 200 3 2.72 4.62 x 10~~
0.015 200 1 2.96 5.30 x 10~~
0.015 200 3 2.72 5.78 x 1O~~
0.018 200 1 3.57 5.27 x 10~~
0.018 200 3 3.28 5.75 x iO~~
0.022 200 1 3.57 6.45 x
0.022 200 3 3.28 7.03 x 10~~
0.027 200 1 3.57 7.91 x 10~~
0.027 200 3 3.28 8.63 x 10~~
0.033 200 1 3.57 9.67 x 10~
0.033 200 3 3.28 1.05 x 10~~
0.039 200 1 5.53 7.39 x 10~~
0.039 200 3 5.13 7.95 x 10~~
0.047 200 1 5.53 8.91 x
0.047 200 3 5.13 9.59 x 10~~
0.056 200 1 5.53 1.06 z
0.056 200 3 5.13 1.14 x 10~~
0.068 200 1 5.53 1.29 x 10~~
0.068 200 3 5.13 1.39 x 10~
0.082 200 1 5.53 1.55 x 10~~
0.082 200 3 5.13 1.67 x 10~~
0.10 200 1 5.53 1.89 x 10~

V 0.10 200 3 5.13 2.04 x 10~~
0.12 200 1 7.11 1.77 x iO~~ i~
0.12 200 3 6.72 1.87 x 10~~ V
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TABLE 32 (Cont)

Capac itance DC Rated Ckt Are; rCD
(HF) Vol tage Diagram (cm )
0.15 200 1 7.11 2.21 x 10~~
0.15 200 3 6.72 2.34 x 10~
0.18 200 1 7.09 2.66 x 10~~
0.18 200 3 6.58 2.86 x 10~~
0.22 200 1 7.09 3.25 x 10~~
0.22 200 3 6.58 3.50 x 10~~
0.27 200 1 9.11 3.10 x l0~
0.27 200 3 8.61 3.28 x 10~~
0.33 200 1 9.11 3.79 x
0.33 200 3 8.61 4.01 x 10~~
0.39 200 1 11.1 3.67 x 10~~
0.39 200 3 10.6 3.84 x 10~~
0.47 200 1 11 .1 4.42 x 10~~
0.47 200 3 10.6 4.63 x 10~~
0.56 200 1 12.8 4.58 x 10~~
0.56 200 3 12.1 4.85 x 10~~
0.68 200 1 12.8 5.56 x
0.68 200 3 12.1 5.89 x
0.82 200 1 15.7 5.49 x 10~~
0.82 200 3 14.9 5.75 x 10~~
1.0 200 1 15.7 6.69 x 10~
1.0 200 3 14.9 7.01 x 10~~
2.0 200 1 22.1 9.50 x
2.0 200 3 21.2 9.87 x
2.5 200 1 25.4 1.03 x
2.5 200 3 24.6 1.06 x
3.0 200 1 28.5 1.10 x
3.0 200 3 27.5 1.14 x 10~~
4.0 200 1 32.3 1.30 x 10~
4.0 200 3 31.3 

V 

1.34 x io~
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TABLE 32 (Cont)

Capacitance DC Rated Ckt Are; nCD
(~ F)  Voltage Diagram (cm )
5.0 200 1 36.1 1.45 x 10~~
5.0 200 3 35.1 1.49 x 10~~
7.0 200 1 38.0 1.93 x 10~~
7.0 200 3 36.7 2.00 x 10~~
8.0 200 1 43.0 1.95 x 10~~
8.0 200 3 41.8 2.00 x 10~~
9.0 200 1 48.1 1.96 x 10~~
9.0 200 3 46.9 2.01 x
10.0 200 1 53.2 1.97 x 10~~
10.0 200 3 51.9 2.02 x
0.010 400 1 5.53 1.89 x 10~~
0.010 400 3 5.13 2.04 x 10~
0.012 400 1 5.53 2.27 x 10~~
0.012 400 3 5.13 2.45 x 10~
0.015 400 1 5.53 2.84 x 10~~
0.015 400 3 5.13 3.06 x 10~
0.018 400 1 5.53 3.41 x 10~
0.018 400 3 5.13 3.67 x 10~~
0.022 400 1 5.53 4.17 x 10~~
0.022 400 3 5.13 4.49 x 10~~
0.027 400 1 7.11 3.98 x 

2

0.027 400 3 6.72 4.21 x I0~~
0.033 400 1 7.11 4.86 x 10~
0.033 400 3 6.72 5.15 x 10~~
0.039 400 1 7.11 5.75 x l0~
0.039 400 3 6.72 6.08 x 10~~
0.047 400 1 7.11 6.92 x 10~
0.047 400 3 6.72 7.33 x 10~~
0.056 400 1 9.11 6.44 x 10~~ 

-

V

0.056 400 3 8.61 6.81 x 10~
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______________  

TABLE 32 (Cont)

Capacitance DC Rated Ckt Are? ¶CD
(HF) Vol tage Diagram (cm )
0.068 400 1 9.11 7.81 x 10~~
0.06 8 400 3 8.61 8.27 x 10~
0.082 400 1 11.14 7.71 x 10~~
0.082 400 3 10.6 8.07 x 10~~
0.10 400 1 11.14 9.40 x 10~~
0.10 400 3 10.6 9.85 x 10~
0.12 400 1 11.4 1.10 x 10~
0.12 400 3 10.8 1.17 x l0~~
0.15 400 1 11.4 1.38 x 10~
0.15 400 3 10.8 1.46 x
0.18 400 1 15.7 1.20 x 10~~
0.18 400 3 14.9 1.26 x l0~~
0.22 400 1 15.7 1.47 x l0~
0.22 400 3 14.9 1.54 x 10~
0.27 400 1 18.5 1.53 x
0.27 400 3 17.8 1.58 x 10~~
0.33 400 1 18.5 1.87 x
0.33 400 3 17.8 1.94 x 10~~
0.39 400 1 22.1 1.85 x 10~~
0.39 400 3 21.2 1.92 x
0.47 400 1 22.1 2.23 x l0~
0.47 400 3 21.2 2.32 x 10~
0.56 400 1 25.4 2.30 x 10~~
0.56 400 3 24.6 2.38 x 10~~
0.68 400 1 25.4 2.80 x 10~V 

0.68 400 3 24.6 2.89 x 10~~40.82 400 1 32.3 2.66 x 10~
0.82 400 3 31.3 2.74 x 10~~
1.0 400 1 32.3 3.24 x
1.0 400 3 31.3 3.34 x 10~
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TABLE 32 (Cont)

Capacitance DC Rated Ckt Area 
~CD

(HF) Voltage Diagram (cm2)

2.0 400 1 43.0 4.87 x 10~
2.0 400 3 41.8 5.01 x 10~~
2.5 400 1 53.2 4.92 x 10~~
2.5 400 3 51.9 5.04 x 10~~
0.010 600 1 5.53 1.89 x 10~~
0.010 600 3 5.13 2.04 x 10~
0.012 600 1 9.11 1.38 x 10~~
0.012 600 3 8.61 1.46 x 10~~
0.015 600 1 9.11 1.72 x 10~
0.015 600 3 8.61 1.82 x 10~~
0.018 600 1 9.11 2.07 x 10~~
0.018 600 3 8.61 2.19 x 10~~
0.022 600 1 9.11 2.53 x 10~~
0.022 V 600 3 8.61 2.68 x
0.027 600 1 9.11 3.10 x 10~~
0.027 600 3 8.61 3.28 x 10~
0.033 600 1 9.11 3.79 x 10~~
0.033 600 3 8.61 4.01 x 10~~
0.039 600 1 11 .1 3.67 x 10~~
0.039 600 3 10.6 3.84 x 10~~
0.047 600 1 11.1 4.42 x l0~~
0.047 600 3 10.6 4.63 x 10~~
0.056 600 1 12.8 4.58 x 10~
0.056 600 3 12.1 4.85 x 10~~
0.068 600 1 12.8 5.56 x
0.068 600 3 12.1 5.89 x 10~~
0.082 600 1 15.7 5.49 x 10~
0.082 600 3 14.9 5.75 x l0~
0.10 600 1 15.7 6.69 x 10~
0.10 600 3 14.9 7.01 x 10~~
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TABLE 32 (Cont)

Capac itance DC Rated Ckt Are;
(MF) Vol tage Diagram (cm ) Ae

0.12 600 1 18.5 6.79 x 10~~
0.12 

~ 
600 3 17.8 7.06 x 10

0.15 600 1 18.5 8.49 x 10~
0.15 600 3 17.8 8.83 x l0~~
0.18 600 1 22.1 8.55 x 10~~
0.18 600 3 21.2 - 8.89 x l0~~
0.22 600 1 22.1 1.04 x 10~~
0.22 600 3 21.2 1.09 x 10~~
0.27 600 1 28.5 9.93 x l0~
0.27 600 3 27.5 1.02 x 10~~
0.33 600 1 28.5 1.21 x
0.33 600 3 27.5 1.25 x 10~~
0.39 600 1 36.1 ~.13 x 10~
0.39 600 3 35.1 1.16 x 10~
0.47 600 1 36.1 1.36 x 10~~
0.47 600 3 35.1 1.40 x 10~~
0.56 600 1 38.0 1.54 x 10~
0.56 600 3 36.7 1.60 x 10~~
0.68 600 1 38.0 1.87 x 10~~
0.68 600 3 36.7 1.94 x 10~~
0.82 600 1 48.1 1.78 x l0~~
0.82’ 600 3 46.9 1.83 x 10~~
1.0 600 1 48.1 2.18 x 10~
1.0 600 3 46.9 2.23 x 10~~

-
~~ The electrolytics , another group of capacitors that has not been consi—

dered in terms of calculating effective temperature due to ripple, include the
aluminum (CE and CU) and tantalu~u (CSR and CLR) styles. The ripple guidelines

V are quite detailed in the specifications, but an important observation on these
V limits is that they are application guidelines to ensure that the parts are

ipplied within safe operating limits. These limits are determined differently
for the different styles of capacitors. There are generally two types of
electrolytic capacitors , the foil types (aluminum foil, tantalum foil, dry
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aluminums) with either etched or plain foil, and the pellet (sintered anode)
types. The pellet type capacitors are not specified for use in ac applications,
even though some small signals may be imposed on the dc voltage. Published
application guidelines give rules f or voltage reversal on the pellet types,
but the difference in stress due to the allowable ripple in an application and
the stress due to pure dc alone is minute.

Specific rules are given in the application guidelines that Impose current
and voltage limitations on electrolytic capacitors. These limitations vary
with case size, dielectric type, voltage rating, capacitance, temperature,
frequency, etc. Due to the many variables involved , the inclusion of all, nec-
essary information in the Handbook would be undesirable. Also, the limitations
on ac voltage and/or ripple current are given to ensure reliable operation.
Included under those limitations are many combinations of variables in manu-
facturing processes and design that would render inaccurate any attempt to re-
late temperature rise resulting from ripple current to those limits. However,
this is the only method found available to develop such a relation without
extensive laboratory testing. The relation arrived at would be considerably
more complex than that determined for the film types because the dissipation
factor of the film types is much less dependent on frequency and temperature
than the dissipation factor for electrolytics.

Effective Electrical Stress Method (New Concept)

Because of the above problems with the effective temperature method, (i.e.,
ambient +AT), a second approach to including ripple effects in the failure rate
model was sought. This second approach includes the effects of ripple as an
input to the electrical stress, S, used In calculating the base failure rate.
The manufacturers and the specifications give information on limits to ac volt-
age under varying conditions which are based on the design and construction of
each particular capacitor type. The specification for CQR capacitors (NIL—C—
19978), for example , specifies permIssible ac voltage limits as a percent of
dc voltage rating and frequency. The dc voltage rating and the specified ac
limits already take into account the physical construction and those exact
characteristics that were found so diff icul t  to represent adequately in a
single method for Including ripple effects  on temperature. These limitations
on ac voltage become part of the electrical specification of the par t type
just as does dc voltage rating .

Including these ac limits as a factor into the calculation for electrical
stress , S , the new calculation for S would be of the form:

Vdc(op) + — 
Vdc (op ) Vac (op)

Vdc (ra ted) \~ 
Vdc(ra ted) / Vac(rated )



where

Vdc(op) Is the dc component of voltage in the application

Vdc( rated) is the capacitor rating

Vac(op) Is the ac component of the operating voltage (rms or peak)

Vac(rated) is the maximum ac voltage (measured in the same units as
Vac(op) at the existing operating conditions as determined
by the specification.

In particular, Vac(rated) takes into account the effects of frequency, tempera-
ture, dc voltage rating, and any other factors which apply to this particular
capacitor in exactly the manner In which these factors influence the ac voltage
limit.

This method for calculating S allocates a portion of the electrIcal stress
to dc voltage. This portion is the term Vdc(op)/Vdc(rated) which can assume
values from 0 to 1. The second term is composed of two factors. The first,
1 — Vdc(op)/Vdc(rated), is such that, when multiplied by the ac voltage stress,
Vac(op)/Vac(rated) viii allow the stress to increase up to a maximum of 1.0.
This stress of 1.0 would occur any time the capacitor was operated at 100 per-
cent of its ac limit. With no ac voltage applied, the value of S is exactly
as it was in the original method.

This new method for handling ripple effects has several benefits. One
benefit is that the temperature used in calculating the failure rate remains
the ambient temperature. Another benefit is the wider applicability of this
method to those part types that have no convenient way of calculating the AT
from internal heating, but do have quite specific ratings for ac limits.
Finally, this method accounts for the dependence of ripple effects on all per-
tinent variables, since the Vac(rated) term is determined from the specification
and application guidelines that are specific to the part type

This second method has several questionable aspects, however, just as
there were to the AT method . An “effective stress” term has been calculated
which may or may not accurately reflect the failure rate effects in the proper
p roportion. Secondl y, there are capacitor types (such as the CE style) which
give ripple current limits as opposed to ripple voltage limits. Finally, this
method would require the inclusion of large amounts of rating information from
the specifications into the Handbook r refer the user to the specifications
and/or MIL—STD—198C to obtain the ac limit for a particular application.

S

3 .2 .4 .3 .3  Results of Ripple Current Investigation

The large variety of capacitor styles covered by the Handbook and the
wide variation in factors Influencing ac limitations of these capacitors pre-
clude the development of any simple method for handling ripple effects. The
many variables and the extent to which each has an influence on internal
heating even within a single specification require further investigation
including laboratory testing to develop an adequate method . Therefore, be—
cause of the complexities involved with determining the effects of ripple
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current, it is reconunended that temperature rise be calculated by using the
methodology and data in MIL—STD—l98 and the individual part specifications.
Thus , no method has been included in the revision to HIL—HD BIC—2 17B .

3.3 Inductive Devices Analysis Results

3.3.1 Transformer Model Revisions

Approximately 1.4 billion part hours of data were analyzed in five differ-
ent environments: ground benign (GB), ground fixed (Gp),  naval sheltered
(Ne), ground mobile (CIA), and subsonic airborne inhabited (AlT). Table 33
lists the three transformer specifications included in this study . One speci-
fication, MIL—T—5563l, is not in MIL—HDBK—2l7B. Inductors covered by MIL—T—27
are included with transformers.

TABLE 33

Transformer Specif ications to be Included
in Revision to MIL—HDBK—217B

Specification Style Description

MIL-T-27 IF Audio , Power, and High Power Pulse

MIL-T-21038 TP Low Power Pulse

MIL-T-55631 - IF , RF, and Discriminator

The general failure rate model for inductive devices has been expanded
by adding a construction factor to identify fixed or variable coils. All
transformers covered by this study are fixed. The general model is:

A — X  (lr x it x ir )p b Q c

where :

A — Total failure rate in failures/l06 hours 

V

— Base failure rate

— Environmentaf factor

W
Q 

— Quality factor

— Construction factor (fixed or variable).
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Almost without exception , the observed transformer failure rates were

hi gher than the corresponding predicted values obtained from MIL—HDBK—2l7B.
It was determined from the analysis that all transformer base failure rates
in the Handbook should be increased by a factor of 2.5. This change was
applied to the “A” constant in the general model for the base failure rate:

A
b 

= A e~
C

where

— 

(
~~s 273)

C

V 
THS — Hot spot temperature in. degrees centigrade

NT 
— Temperature constant

G = Acceleration constant

A = Adjustment factor for different insulation classes.

The revised values for the “A” constant are shown in Table 34, along with the
values for the C and NT constants. The table also gives each specification
insulation class code for the corresponding maximum rated operating tempera-
ture. The maximum temperature for class B insulation of MIL—T—5563l is 125°C;
however , it has been grouped with the class “S” insulation of the other trans-
former types since the temperatures are so close.

TABLE 34

Transformer Base Failure Rate Model Constants versus Insulation Class

V Specification Insulation Class

MIL-T-27 Q R S V I U

MIL-T-2 1038 Q R S I U V

MIL-T-55631 0 A B C - -

Model ___________ _________
Maxlnusn Operating Temperature 

__________

j Constants 85°C 105°C 130 °C 155°C 170°C >170 C

A 1.59 x 10~ 1.8 x lO~ 1.52 x 1O~ 4.58 x l0~~ 5.08 x 10~~ 6.5 x

N1 329 352 364 409 398 477

G 15.6 14.0 8.7 10.0 3.8 8~4
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Three environmental factors changed as a result of the data analysis and
are included in Table 35. The subsonic airborne inhabited (AlT) factor was
increased to 15 from the value of 5 in MIL-.HDBK—2l7B. (Although the Hand-
book does not delineate between subsonic and supersonic, the airborne values
in it were considered subsonic for purposes of comparison.) The airborne
environment was expanded from 2 to 4 factors to dif fer entiate between subsonIc
and supersonic . The values for the supersonic factors were determined in the
same manner as was done for resistors and capacitors.

TABLE 35

Revised Environmental Factors
for Inductive Devices

Env i ronmental
Category Factor

GB and SF 1

SF 2

12

A11 15

30

Ns
Nu 12

AUT 20

AUF 40

ML 30

The ground mobile (GM) fac tor was increased from the Handbook value of 3
to 12 as a resul t of the data analysis. The Handbook presently has only a gen-
eral naval factor rather than delineating between sheltered (Ns) and unsheltered

f (Nu). The data collected in the N5 environment indicated a factor of 4. To be
consistent with other sections of the Handbook , an Nu factor was added and
given the same value as that of the CM environment . The subsonic airborne un—
inhabited (A1~.~) factor and the missile launch (Mt) factor were increased to
make them realistic with respect to the revised AlT factor . 

V

Only one change was made to the quality constant , In the power trans—
f ormer f a mily the value for the lover quality graae was increased to 30 from
the present value of 20. However , the upper grade will be deleted from the
table because of a lack of a concrete definition for this grade .
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3.3.2 RF Coil Model Revision

More than three billion part hours of field operating data on RF coils
were collected and analyzed. The analysis encompassed four environments:
airborne inhabited (subsonic) , ground fixed, naval sheltered, and satellite.
One of the two specifications covering coils, MIL—C—390l0, will be a new addi-
tion to the Handbook. The two specifications are listed in Table 36.

TABLE 36

Coil Specifications to be Included in
MIL-HDBK-21 7B Revision

Specifi cation Description

MIL-C-15305 Coils , Fixed and Var iable, RF
MIL-C-39010 Coils , Molded, RF, ER

The general failure rate model was given in the transformer discussion,
section 3.3.1. The new construction factor in the model was added to account
for the variable coils included in MIL—C—15305. The factor will have a value
of 1 for fixed coils and transformers and a value of 2 for variable coils .
The base failure rate model remains the same as that given for transformers.

In contrast to the analysis results of the transformer data, the observed
RF coil failure rates were significantly lower than the corresponding predicted
values. Since the data indicated a difference between the transformer and coil
failure rates , a separate base failure rate table will be constructed for RF
coils in the Handbook revision. Although the base failure rate model remains
the same as that for transformers, the Handbook value for the adjustment fac-
tor, A , will be reduced by a factor of 1.9. The values for the base failure
rate constants for coils are given in Table 37 , along with the insulation class
codes for both specifications.

The environmental factors for coils will be the same as those for trans-
formers, which are given in Table 35. However, the quality constants for RF
coils will be separated from those for RF transformers. The quality level
values for RF coils are given in Table 38. Since MIL-C—390l0 Is an established
reliability specification, the factors for the quality levels covered by this
specification have been included. The Military Standard and lover levels have
been retained , but the values have been reduced as a result of the lower

V observed failure rates. The major difference between the established relia—
bility specification, MIL—C—390l 0 , and MIL—C—l5305 were 100 percent inspection
of parts in MIL—C-39010 Group A tests for thermal shock , inductance , and Q.
Also, a 10,000 hour extended life test is performed monthly during MIL—C—39010
Group C testing. MIL—C— 15305 group inspection tests are all sampling tests
and the Group C l ife test consists of a semi-annual 2000 hour test.
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TABLE 37 -: 
-

Coil. Base Failure Rate Model Constants
versus Insulation Class

Specification Insulation Class

MIL-C-l5305 0 A B C

MIL-C-39010 - A B F

Model Maximum Operating Temperature
Constants 85°C 105°C 125°C 150°C

A 3.35 x 3.79 x 10~ 3.19 x 10~~ 9.63 x 10~~

NT 329 352 364 409

G 15.6 14.0 8.7 10.0

TABLE 38

Revised RF Coil Quality
Factor , 1T

Q

Failure Rate
V Level flf Factor

S 0.03
R 0.1
p 0.3
M 1.0

MIL-C-15305 4.0

Lower 20.0
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SECTION IV

CONCLUSION S AND RECOMMENDATION S

4.1 Conclusions

The revised base failure rates and modifying factors resulting from this
study program are indicative of actual field experience on parts produced with
state—of—the—art manufacturing techniques and should result in more realistic
reliability predictions. 

V

No general trend for base failure rates, either up or down, encompassed
all part types. Adjustments were made in both dIrections. However, changes
were significant for some Isolated cases. The greatest change in base failure
rates was made to the non—wirewound variable resistor (MIL—R—22097, RJ style)
where the Handbook value was decreased by a factor of 22. This change was not
surprising since the Handbook failure rate for this part was not realistic
when compared to those of other variable resistors. For example , the RJ style
base failure rate was about 43 times higher than that for variable wirewound
resistors (MIL—R—27208 , RT style). For capacitors, the most significant change
was made to the paper and paper—plastic devices (MIL—C—19978, MIL—C—14157, and
MIL—C— 39022) where the base failure rates were increased by approximately a
factor of 10. Transformer base failure rates were increased by a factor of
2.5 , while those of coils were decreased by a factor of 1.9.

The literature search was instrumental in providing data that indicated
a significant difference in reliability of equipment tn subsonic versus super-
sonic aircraft. In addition to this study’s limited amount of field data that
indicated a difference, reported studies by two other contractors also indi-
cated higher supersonic failure rates. Therefore, the number of aircraf t
environmental factors was expanded from two to four to separate supersonic from
other types of aircraft.

The environmental factors for the fixed ground environment were standard-
ized to have a value no higher than 3 for any fixed component. This can be
compared to the baseline factor of 1.0 used throughout the Handbook for the
ground benign environment. The Handbook presently has ratios up to 10 to 1
between these two environments, but no justification could be found to support
such a difference for any part type. In fact, all evidence indicated just the
opposite. Most of the data collected on this study that were classified as
being i n V a  f ixed ground environment were air—conditioned and would not be con-
sidered much more severe than ground benign. The literature search revealed
that similar results were obtained in ~n independent study by another contractor.

The quantitative factor for the naval sheltered environment was decreased
for most part types . The revised factors for this environment approach those
for the fixed ground environment in many instances. This is not unreasonable
since equipment in the naval sheltered environment is protected and many times
shock mounted . One factor that may have had some impact upon the results is
the inclusion of submarine data in the naval shelterid category . An attempt
was made to create a separat e submarine factor , but insufficien t data were
available to substantiate doing this.
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After a literature search and direct contact with manufacturers and con—
tractors, it was determined that capacitor reliability is affected by the part
capacitance value . Highe r capacitance devices fail more frequently . There-
fore , an additional factor that varies as a function of the part capacitance
value was included in the fixed capacitor failure rate models. Previously,
only the glass caDacitors had a capacitance factor.

A study of the effects of ripple current on case temperature of capacitors
indicated that significant increases in part temperature could result. A con-
certed effort was made to develop a method which would be included in the Hand-
book to calculate heat rise caused by ripple current. This was not successful
as the methods found appropriate for determining temperature rise were too
complex for their inclusion in the Handbook to be practical. An extensive
quantity of reference data and quantitative factor values would be required
for each part type . For some part types , the values of certaifi constants re-
quired to perform the necessary calculations could not be found in the litera-
ture researched. The best way found to determine the effects of ripple current
was to use the methods and data given in the individual part specifications
and MIL—STD— 198 , “Capacitors , Selection and Use o f . ”

An evaluation of the nonsolid tantalum capacitor specifications (MIL—C—
3965 and MIL—C—39 006) revealed significant variations in the construction and
materials used in different styles of these capacitors. These variations have
a definite impact upon reliability. Therefore , a construction factor was added
to the failure rate model for these capacitors to improve the reliability pre-
diction accuracy. The new factor delineates between slug and foil types,
hermetic and nonhermetlc cases, and separates the all—tantalum style from the
others.

4.2  Recommendations

The following reconmendations are submitted for consideration and possible
implementation :

1 A separate study should be performed on the effects of ripple current
on case temperature of capacitors. Such a study would require research
on analytical methodology for predicting ripple current heat rise.
Values such as convection coefficients and dissipation factor varia-
tion with temperature may have to be derived for many part types.
Component testing should be performed to verify theoretical models V

developed by the study.
V 

2 Additional studies should be performed to determine the relative dif-
ferences between Established Reliability quality levels. The Handbook

V 
quality factors prea.ently indicate a difference of about 33 to 1 bet—
ween the S level and the M level. Although there was insufficient data
collected during the study to draw definite conclusions , there were
some indications that this difference may be closer to 10 to 1.
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3 Detailed studies should be performed to determine the difference
between submarine and shipboard sheltered environments. Data from
these two environments were combined during this study because there
was no statistical justification for separating them. This was a re-
sult of insufficient comparative data with which to perform a statis-
tical test. Shipboard data is more difficult to obtain, as documenta—
tion of failures to the part level is not done as rigorously as on
submarine systems.

4 Military data collection systems should be reevaluated such that more
reliability—oriented information can be collected. These systems
presently are useful for logistics and replacement data studies , but
are difficult and sometimes impossible to use as a source for reli-
ability data. In the defense of these data collection systems, it
should be noted that one problem in collecting part—level data is the
growing tendency to throw away failed modules rather than isolate and
repair failed parts within them.

I
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APPENDIX A

y SUMMARY OF DATA COLLECTED

TABLE A—i .

Resistor Operatin g Data Summary

PART HOURS FAILURE Rk!E*
PART TYPE ENVIRONMENT QUALITY FAILURES (x 106) (FAIL /106 lIES)

MIL—R—ll RC ALT 
— 

JIlL —0— 
— 

118.802 0.0077

MIL-R—ll RC CF NIL 111 23,444.400 0.0049

MIL—R—11 RC CM NIL —0— 0.903 1.013

MIL R i1 kG N~ NIL 31 55,463.00 0.0006

MIL—R— 19 RA Gp NIL 1 4.288 0.471

MIL—R— 19 RA N5 NIL 1 5.360 0.377

MIL R 22 RP Cy NIL -0-  1.473 0.621

MIL—R—26 RW LIT NIL 2 20.722 0.150

MIL—k—26 RW Gy NIL 437 5,312.680 0.083

MIL-R-26 RW CIA NIL —0- 3.202 0.286

NIL-k—26 RW N5 JIlL 5 638.178 0.0099

MIL-R—93 RB CF NIL —0- 11.601 0.079

MIL—R—93 RB NS NIL —0— 1,513.790 0.0006

MIL-R—94 RV A NIL —0- 0.005 -
NIL-R—94 RV Gy NIL 12 56.504 0.241r MIL—R—94 RV NIL 3 2.035 2 052

MIL R 94 RV NIL 2 7.482 0.413

CAll failure rat es are calculatsd at upper single—sided 60 percent confidence level
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TABLE A—i. (Cont)

PART HOURS FAILURE RATE*
PART TYPE ENVIRONMENT QUALITY FAILURES (x 106) (FAIL. /106 fiBS )

MIL—R—10509 RN AlT NIL 1 257.014 0.0079

MIL-R—10509 RN CF HIGHER —0— 11.975 0.076

MIL—R—10509 RN Cr NIL 26 15,823.600 0.0018

MIL—R—10509 RN CJI NIL —0— 10.743 0.085

MIL—R—10509 RN NIL 13 17,492 .900 0.00083

NIL—R—11804 RD NIL —0— 0.540 1.694

MIL—R~l2934 ER NIL 1 0.910 2.220

MIL R—18546 RE Gp NIL —0— 38.979 0.023

NIL—R—l8546 RE G~ NIL —0— 0.014 —

MIL—R—18546 RE NS NIL —0— 148.426 0.0062

NIL—R—22097 Ri LIT NIL —0— 2.934 0.312

MIL—R—22097 Ri CF NIL 14 106.390 0.147

MIL- R—22097 Ri GJI NIL —0— 0.968 0.945

MIL—R—2209 7 LI N~ NIL 8 14.148 0.668

MIL—R—22684 EL AlT NIL —0— 1.917 0.474

NIL—R—22684 EL Cr NIL 2 10,540.500 0.00029

MIL—R—22684 EL 0M NIL —0— 90 .385 0.010

CAll failure rat es are calculated at upper single—sided 60 percent confidence level

I
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TABLE A—i. (Cont)

- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I ~PAW~ h OU RS ~FAIUJRE MTE*

PART TYPE 1 E 1 ~
0
~
4
~~

T QIJALITY ~ktLUi~T~3 j (x 10b) ~~~~~ /13
6 MRS )

‘*3S~~~~~Sda •..‘ _s~~~~ S fl CI SVT~~ V.TZ ~~~~~~~~~S f l  S.

MIL-R—22684 EL Ng NIL —0—. 25.488 0.036

MIL—R—23285 RVC C5 NIL — 0— 0.755 1 1.212
MIL-R-27208 El LIT NIL —0— 5.919 0.155

MIL—R—27208 RT. Cr 1 NIL 3 79 .230 0.053

MIL-R—27208 RT CM NIL —0— 0.076 -

MIL—R—27208 RT NIL 180 1,234 .796 0.149

NIL—R 39005 ERR C5 S —0- 11,436.000 0.000080

MIL-R—39005 ERR SF P —0— 12.593 0.073

MIL—R—39005 ERR N8 
1 N —0— 47 .380 0.019

MIL—R—39007 RWR AlT N —0— 20.353 0.045

MIL—R-39007 ~ JR Air P 0 I 0.026 1 -

MIL-R-39007 RWR Aur N -0-’ 0.011 -

MIL-R-39007 __ 
ft -0- 9.168 0.100

~MIL—R—39007 C1 s 2 I 22 ,555.000 0.00014

MIL—R- 39007 ~ 1R CF —0— 3.819 0.240

MIL-ft-39001 ~ 1R CM I N  -0- 0.028 -

~1~ MIL-R-39007 CM P -0- 0.250 -

MIL-k-39007 CM ft -0- 0.374 -

MIL-R—39007 WR Ng N -0— 62.101 0.015

.J1..__.__,~~aU~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ‘~~~~~ ‘ - —  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

* *fl f~j~~x’~ rmt~~ are calculated ~~ upper sing1e-eiv~~o 60 perc~nt i~onf idence level
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TABLE A—i. (Cont)

— ..
~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
— ___________________________

‘ART 1~OURS FAILURE R*TE*PART TIPE ~2~VIR0NME~! QUALITY FAILURES Cx 10 ) (FAIL. /10 HIS)
r S f l a , a a  -~s- ¶U~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ C, !fl ~~~~~~~~~~ 1

MIL—R—39007 RWR N5 R “0.. 1.560 0.587

MIL—R—39007 1OJR Sp N ...Q... 23.387 0.039

NIL. R 39007 ~ JR Sp ft ~0 12.573 0.073

NIL—R—39008 RCA AlT N —0— 184.501 0.0050

MIL—R—39008 RCA LIT P 4- 2.116 0.432

MIL-R-39008 RCA Ai~ S -0- 0.038 -

MIL-R-39008 RCA A,~ L -0- 0.104 -

NZL—R—39008 RCA AzJr S —0- 125.628 0,0073

MIL—R—39008 RCA Cr IA —0— 66.427 0.014

NIL—R—39008 RCA CF S —0- 73.845 0.012

MIL-R—39008 RCA CM N -0— 3.247 0.282

NIL—R—39008 RCA CM P -0— 0.222 -

NIL—R—39008 RCA C~ S —0— 26.746 0.034

NIL—R-39008 RCA N~ N —0— 5,306.800 0.00017

KIL—R—39008 RCA N5 S —0— 4 ,401.694 0.00021

MIL—R—39008 RCA S~ ft —0— 130.780 0.0070

NIL—R—39008 RCA SF S —0— 2 ,025.740 0.00045

MIL—I—39009 RU LIT N 7 108.845 0.077

MIL-R-39009 RIft LIT - P —0— 0.094 -

MIL-R-39009 RU Cr -0— 0.007 -

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
_______ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

— ._ U __-_ ...... .~~~~~.I

* AU failure ra tes ~r. ceicv.ls ted ct ~~per sin*le—sid*~d 60 percent conf idence level
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TABLE A—i. (Cont)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

PART SOURS ALLURE R~TE*
PART TYPE ~IVIRO1I~~~~ QUALITY ?AILURZS Cx 10 ) (FAIL./10 HIS)

— 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ - , ______________________ - ___________________________

MIL-t-39009 CF ft -0.- 0.419 —

MIL-R-39009 RU ‘¼ IA -0— 0.378
MIL—R—39009 ‘lEft N8 N —0.- 0.274 -

MLI—R-39009 AIR N8 ft -0— 0.174 -

MI.L-R—39009 RU — ‘ S~ ft -0— 0.054 —

MIL—ft- 39015 RTR LIT N -0- 7.600 0.120

MIL—R—39015 RTR LIT P —0— 0.041 -

NIL-R—39015 RU A~~ N -0- 0.002 -

NIL-R—39015 RTR Cr ft -.0- 0.350 -

MIL—R—39015 RU CM IA —0— 0.642 1.425
KIL—ft—390l5 RTR Ng ft —0-- 0.144 -

$IL—R—39015 RU N5 N 1 0.922 2.191

NIL-R-39017 Eli AliT N -0- 0.058 -

MIL—R—39017 ILK At~ ft 0— 5.976 0.153
MIL—R—39017 RI.R N -0— 114.436 0.0080
MIL—L—39017 ELK 0p~ K 2 83.395 0.037
NIL-R—39017 RLR ‘¼ P —0— 1.846 0.496
KIL—ft—39017 RL& ‘¼ S —0— 0.028 —

~~~‘ —39017 ALP. N5 1 8078.726 0.00025
NIL—R—39017 lL~ Sr ~R ‘O 7 205 0 127

—— .. —

~~~

— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —— — —- — 

* All failure rat es are calculated at upper single—sided 60 percent conf idsuce i.vsl
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I
TABLE A—i. (Cont)p

I !ART hOURS ?AILURE R.jTE*
PART TYPE IENVIRONMENT QUALITY FAILURES (x lOb) (FAIi . /10b ~~ )

- 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ t ~~~~~~~~~ f.. — -

MIL-R-39035 LIR ~~~ N ~!4w~ 0.002 —

MIL—ft—55182 Rift LIT P 0.448 -

NIl.—R—55182 RU AlT K 1 280.551 0.0072
MIL—ft—55 1 82 Ru AlT S —0— 0.443 —

NIL—R—55l82 PER A~~ N -0— 0.045 -

Kfl—ft—551 82 Rift A~yi,. A 0— 75.936 0.012
KIL—A—55182 Rift GB S 1 51,925.981 0.000039

~~~.-‘R—55182 RU CF IA —0— 12.937 0.071

~~ .—L—35lS2 RNR Cp S —0- 29.210 0.031

J (ZL—I—55182 Rif t  ‘¼ IA —0- 2.756 0.332

IWL—*—55182 iNK CM P —0— 0.014 —

KIL—ft—55 182 lii (¼ S —0— 0.083 —

JCIL—R—55182 Rift Gp~ ~R —0- 11.256 0.081
XIL—R—55182 liii N~ K —0— - 705.018 0.0013
*IL—R— 55182 RU N5 S —0— 11.795 0.078

~~L—I—55182 lii Sr A —0— 2,273.466 0.00040
IRL-K—55182 Rift Sp ~S 0 615.008 0.0015

S

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — - -~

* Al3, failure rat ~~ ~r. calculai sd at upper .in$lsreid.id 60 percent confidence lsvsl
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___ —-

TABLE A-i. (Cont) BEST AVAILABLE (f~
— — 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — ~~
__ _ _ _  

—

~PART HOURS IPAILURE RATE*
PART TYPE VIR0N~~NT j QUALITY ?i~~LURE~ (x 106) (FAJI./106 HR3~

PSe t . t L $ 1W~ a.. . — . . - —-—aa

NETWORK Cr NIL 4 217.275 0.024
12 Element.

Th~~~~ ST0R Cy NIL 0 0.250 —

THERMISTOR Gp NIL —0— 4.800 0.191
THERMISTOR (¼ NIL -0- 0.021 -

THERMISTOR SF NIL 1 9.118 0.222

TOTALS 873 243,613.57 2

.~--1

~~ 

I

N.. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ _.~~~_. --~~~~~ —..-.

* All failur. rate . ats calculated ~t upper eingle—si~~d 60 porc mt confidence .eve~ ~~~~~

: 1
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I
- - - . TABLE A-2

Capacitor Operating Data St~~~ary

~~~~~~~
___ — _ _ _ _ _

},KRJRS !AILURE R4TE*
PART 1’~~E ~NVIRONMENT J QUALITY FAILURES (x 10b) (FAIi . /j 0b }(v5)

— ~~

__
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .—_ ~~~~._ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~r— - - . —

MIL—C—5 ~M A~F j MIL 1 0.011 —

MIL—C—5 CA LIT NIL 9 26.223 0. 400

MIL—C—5 CM NIL 4 2165. 580 0.0024

NIL—C—S CM (¼ NIL 1 7.891 0.256

NIL—C—S cM N5 NIL 0 59.090 0.015

MIL—C—5 CM SF Higher 0 0.665 1.37 6

MIL—C—5 CA SF NIL 0 0.823 1.112

MIL—C— 5 CA N8 Lower 0 111.500 0.0082

MIL—C—20 CC Cr Higher 0 4.063 0.225

MIL—C—20 CC CM NIL 0 0.028 —

MIL—C—25 CF LIT MIL 0 0.004 -

MIL—C—25 CF C~ NIL 0 195.673 0.0047

MIL—C—25 CP GM NIL 4 1.147 4.577

NIL—C— 25 CF N5 NIL 114 374.635 0.314

MIL—C—25 CF Sp NIL 0 0.392 —

NIL—C—62 CE C~ NIL 7 120.335 0.070

MIL—C— 62 CE GM NIL 0 0.167 —

NIL- C— 62 CE N5 I MIL 4 9.172 0.572

MIL—C— 62 CE N5 Lover 1 10.500 0.192

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - N.~~~~~~~~~..

* ~~~ f~jj~~ e ~~~~~ aro eglcu1~ted nt upper single—sided 60 percent conf idence level
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BEST AVAftA2 1~ DPI
~~~~~~~ . TABLE A-2 (Cant)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .~i . . r ,. ~~~ ~‘4~~~~~~~z~’ S  . •‘.‘~~- .~ ,‘&; - - ‘a.. z_. la: i.. 7 ._ ~~. aa_.h.~~a~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •~~~~

- $P&RT I~OU RS I1?A!LUI’J~ R.~TE~PART T’rPE ~~?fl7~3 ’J’;~ s~ Q Lr1~ ~~~~~~~~ ~x i0~’) (FA]1.f10~’ il1t~)
-l. . anL~t.. wa.isis.ii4~ ...a.a~ — -..-.r.w...aa..4c.t_v~ as’. ~.- as.. var s?~ ~j...nuuc ‘ w - ’_~~._s . — .n aaa~ . ras—

MIL—C- 81 CV G~ ~MIL 11 132.635 0.09 5

NIL—C—81 CV CM ~MIL 0 0.083 -

MIL—C—81 CV N~ 
!MIL 0 0.749 1.222

MIL—C—81 CV SF Higher 0 ‘ 120.444 0.0076

MIL—C—81 CV I SF I MIL 0 140.009 0.0065

MIL—C—92 CT CF NIL 13 70.197 0.208

MIL—C—92 CT MS NIL 0 0.180 —

M1L C 92 CT Sy ~Highe r 0 0.055 —

NIL—C—92 CT SF NIL 0 3.667 0.250

MIL—C — 3965 CL A1~ MIL 29 9.193 3.378

MIL—C— 3965 CL kIT ~MIL 4 5.364 0.979

- . 
- MIL—C—396 5 CL Gp Higher 0 0.143 —

MIL—C—396.5 CL G~ NIL 36 - 
2746.820 0.014

MIL—C—3965 CL CM NIL 13 39.755 0.367

NIL—C —3965 CL N5 1NIL 344 9667.418 0.036
- 

- 

MIL— C—3965 !~ 0 0.265 —

MIL—C—3965 CL G3 
1High.r U 5104 420 0 0025

r u  
I I F

~ a r —

* £11 hiiure re. :~3 ..~e ~~~~~~~~~~ ;:~ upper c:~n~.l ii- - .. I” ~~~~ ~~~~~~~ -: ~f ider~t~~ ~.eve1

‘OsI

I, . 

----_ - - - -.~~~~ - ---~~~~~~~ - -- -- - -



—

TABLE A-2 (COfl ~~)B~~~~L~ 
-

4’ . __n_ . - S VS..r - - . - - ‘ -t ..,, _.” , ’ , .y - 1  - _ 
‘
.
‘ ‘  ~~~~‘a ‘

I~i~r i~oui~’ ii.uiu~ P4TE*
P..~RT TYPE i.r .~~~~~~~~~ :: ~~~~~~~~~~ .~ AT~Lu~, T . : (~ 10

b) j (FAIi.~. /lO
t~ HRS )

•~5~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~.-~~~ ‘.S- _-.,_.‘,‘~ ‘.., ~ -~ a, - , - - .. .L.~ - - .~ - ~~~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .~,J - * a s ,. -— - ’ —

MIL—C—10950 CB ~MIL 0 4.198 0.218

MIL-C-10950 C~ N~ NIL 1 5.262 0.384

MIL—C—10950 CB SF NIL 0 0.170 —

MIL-C 10950 CS N5 NIL 0 2.369 0.386

MIL—C—110l5 CK AIF NIL 30 725.122 0.044
MIL—C—11015 CK AlT NIL 4 201.724 0.026

MIL—C—11015 C1( G~. NIL 22 6,121.487 0.0039
MIL—C—11015 CK GM NIL j 0 103.910 0.0088

MIL—C-.11015 CK Ns NIL 16 4, 211.996 0.0042

MIL—C—U0 15 CK I SF Higher 0 0.526 1.740

MIL—C -U272 CI A’p’ NIL 4 18.273 0.287

NIL—C— 11272 CI AlT ilL 0 55.854 0.016

MI L—C—11272 Cl CF IlL 0 893.290 0.0010

MIL—C—11272 CT C)j IlL 0 5.764 0.159

? MIL—C—U2 72 CT N~ ~ffL 33 13,241.321 0.0027

NIL—C—11272 Cl SF NIL 0 398.421 0.0023

I 
I 
_ _  __

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - , • - -~ - -
~• - . .  -~ . —  - - -‘i ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~

:. & . .  -~~~~u:~~ ::z~ 
‘ .~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ .~~ ‘~p!~Cr oiu~~.e . ‘ ‘ -~~~~ ~O perc~int confidence level

-- _ _

- - as 
- -



BFSI AVAIL £ . ~~~~ TABLE A 2  (Ca nt)

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - •:. - - - . ~ . 
_.

~ - -.—- .v- - 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

-

- 

~i~~:~j.
’ ;.::j~ :. ~~~~~~~ •

PABT T~~E ~~~r~. j M r ~’r ~~~u~~r ,.7i.:~.i .
~ ~~~,

. 

~ ~~~~~~~~~~ 
. , .  -

- ——-—--—~~~~~~~~~ q .a.~y.r .s. . s  S.. - .fi ~ rI a , *-.,.t C.~ - .. r t  ~~~~~~~~~~ f l,’ V .  .
~ 

- nWJ :-% .- - - . W —  - - .

MIL—C—U693 CZ ~~~ ( NIL 3 0.771 5.415

MIL—C—U693 CZ CF NIL 15 188.799 0.088

MLL C.. 11693 CZ Sp Higher 0 ‘ 0.164 -

MIL—C—11693 CZ N5 ~MIL 0 3.702 , 0.247
I 1 1

MIL—C—12889 CL ~MIL 3 11.662 0.358

MIL—C—14157 *PV AIF S MIL 4 10.090 0.5~ O

MIL—C— 14].57 CPV G~ 
‘ N 0 15.602 0.059

NIL—C—14157 CPV Gy S ‘ 0 46.125 0.020

NIL—C—14 157 CFV SF P 0 0 079 1 -

MIL—C—14157 ~PV N5 ~MIL 1 1007 790 0 0020

NIL—C—14409 PC Cr NiL 0 7 118 0 129

MIL—C—14409 PC N5 MIt 0 0 064 -

L
MIL—C—18312 CM AlT ~NIL 0 1.248 0.733

)IIL—C—18312 ca GM 1MIL 0 0.118 — ‘~ 
-

?IIL—C—18312 CR M5 ~MTh 1 ~
- 33.754 0.060

MIL— C—19978 CQ Cr tMIL 12 746.095 0.018
i I

WIL—C—19978 CQ GM ~MIL 0 0.181 —

MIL—C—19978 CQ N~ ilL f 15 619.138 0.027

LUmlPlIUbS_ .?. 4MflfltW ‘ .5, -1 !a’.~ f l”  . - r r.- ‘I .* . ,, .‘ , ‘ , , ...I r F ~~~ ~~~fl ‘~ T ’  ‘.~ - . r-’n-.,e.,’Je’,.” , r ..‘n’nsS .-. -ar .5*a. - - -

* .Q.1. fsilur~ ~~ t~~J ~~~ CL’~.4X
’.~. ‘ :il r~; ’~’pp~r sir.~ 1-~-., ’t?~ ,.t 6U ~~~~~~~ ~~niide~t’c :evel. -

~~~~
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p 

TABLE A-2 (Cant)

~~~~a~~l.aa~ 5~ ~~~~ ~ fl . -  ~~~~~~~~ w. ~~~~~ — d a’~~. :%~ z .- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

- ‘PARt ~jOURS ‘FAILURE P4TE*

~~ T: y~: ~;j~~y ’ :y~~..’ Qijj~j ,I’rj p t~i~ s l(~: 10”) (L~Lrz.../1on IIRS)
— - , . , ,. - ,. _ - . . ., . - y_ - -n~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .‘.. 4 na

MIL—C—19978 CQR - GB S 0 6.791 0.135

MIL—C— 19978 CQR SF 
p o 0.014 —

MIL-C—23269 CYR AlT L 
- 

0 0.001 —

MIL—C—23269 CYR AUT N 0 0.008 —

MIL—C--23269 CYR GB S 0 931.332 0.00098

MIL—C—23269 CYR Gy 1. 0 4.7~2 0.191

MIL—C—23269 CYR CM 14 0 0.487 —

MIL—C—23269 CYR SF P 0 96. 805 0.009 5

MIL—C—2 3269 CYR N5 M 0 7 32.021 0.0012

MIL—C—26655 CS A 1~’ NIL 28 43.013 0.700

MIL—C — 26 655 CS AIT NIL 17 198.039 0.09 5

MIL—C—26655 CS 
, 

Cr NIL - 35 1869 .840 0.020

MIL—C— 26655 CS CM NIL 2 2 .572 1.207

MIL—C—26655 CS N~ PILL 15 625.561 0.027

NIL—C—26655 CS Sp MIL 0 23.924 0.038

MIL—C—39001 ~IT 0 0.007 —

MIL—G—39001 C?~. LIT P 0 0.132 -

MIL—C—39001 cU cM 0 0 • 375 -

MIL—C—39001 ~MR 0 0.213 : -

I 1
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

.
-‘~ 
. ~ ~~~~~ 

‘. ‘ 
- ‘ ‘ ‘  

—, -s - -~~~
-

- 
- - ~1 1  ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ 

n,~ ~~~~~~~ r - ~~ ~~ ~~~~~ p ug.~e—~ i ” : :~ &0 parc~~iP • ani idenc . 1*vsl
- ‘-

~
‘
~ ~ ‘: .- -, - ‘- - -~~~~~~~~ -~~ -

F ill

- - — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . 5 - - .- -  - - - .5- ‘- ----- - . — - —



BFSI AVMIAEI.E C0~~LE A 2  (Cant) 

-___ -

‘S@ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - . ‘~ - - ,I. ~ - -~ .-.. — ¼ ~~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~S~~.” • ‘

“A.. ~ lLu ~ 
—

I ~~~~~~~~ TYPE ~~ . ‘n-: L’-~’ - ..’ ~ T !,3.. : ‘ ‘  - z  II) ”” t . -~:- .... 
- .

~~ ~~~~

t_ _
t 1. _1 _h1._n_m t.

~~ 

__1~~ “—~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~ — ~~, •~,_•~~~~~~ .~~~ :, - .~~.. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -

~ MIL—C—39003 cs& AlT M 2 385. 729 0.0080

MIL—C—39003 CU AlT P 0 0.426 ’ —

MIL—C—39003 CSR Ai~ lI 0 , 0.027 -

NIL—C— 39003 CSR 
- 

A~yi. R 4 43.908 0.120

MIL—C—39003 CSR C3 S 0 8561.100 0.00011

MIL—C—39003 CSR 1. 2 85.684 0.036

NIL—C— 39003 cSR 14 4 174.362 0.030

MIL—C—39003 CSR CF P 0 2.075 0.441

MIL—C—39003 ~SR CF 0 0.069 —

MIL—C—39003 cSR G~ S 1 33.415 0.060

MIL —C—39003 CSR CM 14 2 16.961 0.183

MIL—C—39003 ~SR N5 14 0 37 169 0 025

MIL—C—39003 CSR NS P ‘ 0 0.939 0.974

MIL—c—39003 CSR ~R 0 - 0.O3O~ —

MIL—C—39003 CSR N8 S ! 0 
- 

2984.940 
- 0.00031

P MILC39003 CSR Sp ‘ P ‘ 1 370.749 0.0054

MIL—C—39003 CSR 
- 

Sp S 0 - 9.692 0.094

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I4.i W dv. - .  - A “~5I. ~~~~ -~ ~ a~ ’ .. .’ -- - .s’S .~ .‘ - - -. - , a.v’ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i a I~ ..CNILII ~Na. ..... -

* All failuv e ~:o:c~j  ~re ce~.ctz~~e.,~~~a I ‘. ‘ ~r •ingl w~c:. ~-4d 63 pevc~.% t •.onf idenco .evel
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‘ 

TABLE A-2 (Cant) BESI AVA1LA3I’E CLII I
- -.s~~ -~- - ..~~~ ‘ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- . 

- 
.

j  1 

~~~~~ ‘~C~ 1IRS)P;.._~r ‘& ~
- - .

— ,: - — - . . ,_ - . .- . ..- . ....a? * 1

MIL—C—39006 cu~ 
- AlT P 0 O .0 79~ —

MIL—C— 39006 GLR 
AUT M 0 0.001 -

MIL— C— 39006 CLR C5 S 1 1094.040~ 0.0018
MIL—C—39006 CLR M 0 0.09 6 —

~ MIL—C—39006 CLR 
- CM M 0 0.066 —

~ MIL— C—39006 CLR N~ M 0 0.0 39 —

MIL—C—39006 CLR N5 P 0 104.236 0.0088
MIL—C— 39006 GLR ~~ P 0 76.429 0.012

MIL— C—39014 cKR AlT L 0 0.048 —

MIL—C—39014 CKR ALT P 0 2.402 0. 381
MIL—C—39014 CKR A~yi~ M 0 0.053 -

MIL—C—39014 CKR A~y~ R 0 42. 864 0.021

NIL—C—39014 CXX C3 S 3 17,638.800 0.00024

-~ MI L—C—39014 CXX N 0 20. 542 0.04 5
~
. MI L—C—390 14 CU P 0 0.510 1.794

MIL—C—390 14 CXX ‘R 0 2.465 0.371

MIL—C—39014 ~KR c~ ~s 0 
- 

0.528 1.733

NIL—C—39 014 CXX CM L 0 
-- 

0.153 —

‘ MIL—c— 39O~.4 Cu CM p 0 8.247 0.111

UL ’C 39014 Cu Ms II 0 10.761 : 0.08 5
‘ I 

- ‘ ‘
~~~~ 

- -fl,, ., v~ .~~~~~ -aW as - & W 1  T L U . ’~~r~~~~ I 55’ ,4’dv .N-... ~ .I. ..._.. -.. r’ -

‘
~~~~~~~

- -
~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

:i :‘.i’ 
- 

:~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ sin —~i4.i~t •~U p~~ceit~ ~.,nfidsnce level

‘4
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— -- - - - - -- -

BEST AVAL1ABLE~L~dTABLE A—2 (Cant )

- - - - i~’ s’ ;” — - - - - — - -~~

PART TYEE 71 104 T.I~J~ ~~LIT~ ~¼”~~
’ i.U~ 

- .~~ 1C”) ~(FK, ... ~~~~~~ :t ~
~~Srr ,.a a we ~4aJ.s’ ’. ,-.,.r a,~, -. .. - . - - ‘I, ~a r ,  n ’ - -. ;.: ,1S.,.ns,s .. S. — ,a~~..j.... 

._ - — - s .  - . - ‘ - -

I I
MIL—C— 39014 CU N~ P 0 0 .222 —

MLL C.-39014 CXX 
I 

TMs R 0 1.024
j 

0.894

MIL~.C..39O14 CXX Ns S 0 17O .78 4~ 0.0054
I I

MIL—C—390 14 CXX I SF P t 0 549.172 0.0017

MIL—C—390 14 CXX SF R 0 117.192~ 0.0078

~ MIL—C—39018 CU ALT Higher 3 89.894 0.04 6

MIL—C— 39018 CU AlT NIL 0 0.020 ’ — 
‘

~ MIL—C—390 18 CU ‘ NIL 0 4 527 0 202
I ‘ 

I

~

, MIL—C—39018 CU 141L 0 
, 

0.175 —

NIL—C— 39018 CU Cp1 NIL 0 0.444 —

, NIL— C—390].8 CU TM S tilL 0 0.122 —

MIL—C—39 022 CHR (¼ 
- 14 0 0.177 -

MI L—C—39022 ~HR 5F ~P 0 1.600 0.572
‘r M IL—C—390 22 CER MS ti 0 198.99 6 0.0046

~ 
MI L—C —83421. CR11 Gp 14 0 1.024 0.894

. MIL—C— 8342 1 CR11 C14 M 
- 

0 0.014 ; —

~~ MI L—C—8342 1 CR14 N5 ~4 0 0.427~~ —

TOTALS 890 87 ,192.848 -;

- 
~,. 

‘:- ‘ - ~~i - .-~ -~~ :.
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TABLE A-3 BEST AVAiLABLE [ ç ’y
F Transformer Ope rating Data Suzmnary

-, 

.1 -

~~

(FAIL./~ 06 11115)
- - 

- ,, -, . - as,,  -....& ~ 5.a naar t ns=

AUDIO Gy tilL 10 174.503 0.066

AUDIO N~ tilL 47 240.304 0.206

POWER NIL 6 43.529 0.169

POWER Ms NIL 2 122.642 0.025

POWER GM NIL 2 2.157 1.440

POWER A1 NIL 3 1.24 4 3.410

POWER GB LOWER 16 0.875 - 

20.200

POWER C14 LOWER 0 0.084 —

PULSE Gp NIL 2 501.983 0.006

PULSE NS NIL 9 184 .803 3.057

PULSE Al NIL 3 6.488 0.643

PULSE GM MIL 1 0 .227 8.900

PULSE (¼ LOWER 0 0.915 1.000

RF CF NIL 10 36.540 0.315

RY S~ NIL 0 83.587 0.011

TOTAlS 111 1399.881

-. - - Sq .‘. r C-  ‘ ‘ ‘ ,ssr.I

- 
~~ - - .  

‘ - . .  
. - - ~ ~~~ ..,n1iden~~ level
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‘~~ ‘ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ______________________

TABLE A-4 BEST IVAU.ABLE COPY
P RF Coil Operating Data Su ary 

— - - --  ._ - - -
‘

- .. - ,,- -
* 

- , -a ... --,~~~ ;-r — a . ,- a Js4c,. :.‘t ’ .. 

t 
~~i~

-
~~:’ !~OUJ- i;~ ’~’~ ~~~~~

PART T~T~ ~‘- : . ‘~~ ..- ‘:.s~::r~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ 
‘
~~~~~ . ~~~~

‘ 
~~~ .1C~ ) ~~~~~~ f~ I~I~S ~

- , ._ ,
~ . - - — - . - - , -~ a-.,. -, ,. - .

~~

. - - —~ - - - - — - .-

GENERAL 
- 

NIL 9 1 2174.147 ) 0.005

G ZRAL MS M1L I 6 595.053 0.012

GENERAL 
~ ! 287 .091 0.003

GENERAL A1 ~MIL 1 2.188 0.923

GENERAL C14 MIt 0 0.718- 1.274

- ______

TOTAL 16 3059 .197
1 -

- 

.

~ i

p. 
~‘

1 1

I I

I -
S - - $

- ‘ I

1 1
•‘. • ‘ i  f .~4 i ,. 

~:
‘ ‘ - ‘ - 

~~~~~~~ 
- . 5 - _ I  •

~~
‘ . • — ‘

~ 
‘ - ‘  ‘ 

-
. 

~ ~.-~~~ :-:- “ ide - ’ *’ i .  - .

- 

. 
- 
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APPEND IX B

LIST OF DATA SOURCES

1. Aerojet Electro Systems Company
Azusa , California

2. E—Systems Inc.
ECI Division
St. Petersburg , Florida

3. E—Systeas Inc.
Help er Division
Falls Church , Virginia

4. Ford Aerospace and Comeunications Corporation
Palo Alto , California

5. General Dynamics
Electronics Division
San Diego , California

6. General Dyna mics
Pomona , California

7. Ceneral Electric Company
Syracuse , New Yor k

8. GIDEP Operations Center
Corona , Californi a

9. Harris Corp oration
Melbou rn e, Florida

10. Lear Siegler Inc .
Instrument Division
Grand Rapids, Michigan

11. Litton Data Systems
Van Nuys , California

12. Magnavox Company
For t Wayne , Indiana

13. Martin Marietta Corporation
Orland o Division
Orl ando , Florida

14. Raytheon Company
Equi pment Division
Wayland , Massac husetts

i - ..

.- 
-*~~~~-
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.4
15. RCA

Consumer Products Division
Indianapolis , Ind iana

16. Rockwell International
Autonetics Division
Anahe im, California

17. Sperry Systems Manag ement
Grea t Neck , New York

18. Sperry Univac
Defense Systems Division
Minneapolis , Minnesota

19. Tektronix , Inc .
Beaverton , Oregon

j

I
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